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INTRODUCTION

Scholars construe the equal protection doctrine in the post-Civil
Rights Era as evincing a struggle between the conservative Justices'
anti-classification principle and the progressive Justices' anti-subordination principle. After a few indeterminate strikes for each side, the
anti-classification principle largely won the battle. Rather than add to
the scholarship defending a side in this largely accepted version of
events, this Article will contest the accuracy of the narrative itself by
presenting an alternative and more compelling framework for capturing the dispute within the post-Civil Rights Era equal protection
doctrine.
Of the Justices on the post-civil rights Courts, two polar groups
exist with respect to equal protection, each inheriting a different side
of the ongoing struggle over the constitutional meaning of equal protection. In the traditional recount of the equal protection story,' the
first group, the more conservative Justices on the Court ("conservatives"), including Justices Scalia, Thomas, and to a lesser degree Chief
Justice Rehnquist,2 espoused the anti-classification or colorblind principle, while the second group, the progressive Justices on the Court,
including Justices Stevens, Brennan, Ginsberg, and Souter ("progres* Justice Robert H. Jackson Legal Fellow, Foundation for Individual Rights in Higher Education. B.A., University of Virginia, 2003; J.D., Yale Law School, 2007. The views are only those
of the author. I would like to thank Gregory LaBlanc and Kenji Yoshino for their comments on
the paper.
I Reva Siegel, for example, describes the disagreement as "the familiar debate between
antidiscrimination and antisubordination principles that for more than two decades has dominated arguments about equality in popular, academic, and judicial fora." Reva B. Siegel, Discrimination in the Eyes of the Law: How 'Color Blindness' Discourse Disrupts and Rationalizes
Social Stratification, 88
of the Law].

CAL.

L. REV. 77, 78 (2000) [hereinafter Siegel, Discriminationin the Eyes

2 Out of a respect for stare decisis, Chief Justice Rehnquist has shifted his position with
respect to the equal protection analysis of sex-based laws. Compare Craig v. Boren, 429 U.S.
190, 217-20 (1976) (Rehnquist, J., dissenting) (arguing there is no basis for applying heightened
scrutiny to sex-based laws), with United States v. Virginia, 518 U.S. 515, 567-70 (1996) (Rehnquist, C.J., concurring) (applying heightened scrutiny to sex-based laws).
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sives"), advocated the anti-subordination principle. In the middle of
these two positions is the Court itself, which, if we believe the traditional narrative in the legal scholarship, took various turns before
eventually coming to primarily embrace the conservatives' anti-classification or colorblind principle.
These groupings accurately represent the Court's two distinct
equal protection jurisprudences.3 While plenty of rhetoric exists to
support the "classification versus subordination" interpretation, a different interpretation better explains the doctrine. This interpretation
conceptualizes the debate as one over sexual and racial paternalism,
which this Article argues shares commonalities with the traditional
debate but distinguishes itself in important respects. Part of the reason the paternalism framework better captures the nature of the
debate comes from an important but neglected development in the
Court's jurisprudence. The classification/subordination framework
assumes that the most important development of post-civil rights
equal protection doctrine came when the Court decided that the equal
protection clause protects whites from racial discrimination. The most
important development, in the paternalism framework, in contrast,
occurred when the Court shifted from striking down laws expressing
racial prejudice to striking down laws expressing sexual and racial
paternalism.
The conservative classification or colorblind model is split into
two prongs, one acceptable and one prohibited. Permissible are laws
that see race to express a social meaning of using race as a proxy for
information, such as peremptory jury challenges and initial prison
intake in race-based gang infested prisons. Impermissible are laws
that see race to express a social meaning of racial paternalism. The
conservatives' dispute with the progressives, then, arises over whether
state expressions of racial paternalism subordinate blacks, not over
whether the state should refuse to see race.
The second structural development in post-civil rights equal protection jurisprudence occurred when the Court applied the equal protection doctrine, albeit in an "intermediate" form, to sex. The
classification/subordination narrative makes even less doctrinal sense
3 Justice Alito and Chief Justice Roberts, the newest members of the Court, will probably
join the former group. In Parents Involved in Community Schools v. Seattle School DistrictNo.
1, 127 S. Ct. 2738 (2007), Justice Alito, Chief Justice Roberts, Justice Scalia, and Justice Thomas
joined in portions of the opinion that did have a majority.
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here, as the Court immediately applied the doctrine to sex itself and
not only to women. The debate here is better reconceived as one of a
paternalistic social meaning of sex-only the conservatives and
progressives have switched sides. As the conservatives believe
rational basis review should apply to sex-based laws, they leave it to
the political branches to express anything rational with respect to sex.
The progressive justices, in contrast, mirror the conservatives' ban on
racial paternalism in striking down laws that express a paternalistic
social meaning of women.
The progressives thus depart here from their position on race, in
which they allow the state to benefit blacks, regardless of the paternalistic social meaning of those benefits. This reveals a tension in the
progressive jurisprudence that has not been resolved: the justification
progressives proffered for bringing sex into the constitution's ambit
was the deep harm of the state acting paternalistically toward women,
and at the same time, the progressives do not endorse the conservative proscription on the state acting paternalistically toward blacks.
As sex and race are different phenomena, progressives may have a
justification for this split. But the focus on the straw man of conservatism as deploying an anti-classification or colorblind principle, rather
than on conservatism as deploying a proscription on racial paternalism, has undercut the need for progressives to justify these differing
principles.
In this alternative paradigm, the question to be answered in the
post-Civil Rights Era equal protection jurisprudence is whether or not
to constitutionally proscribe laws that express a social meaning of
paternalism. The question has not been whether the state should be
allowed to see race and sex or not.
Part I of this Article offers evidence of this paradigm by carefully
examining the conservatives' and progressives' jurisprudence in the
post-Civil Rights Era. It will trace the progressives' proscription of
sexual paternalism and the conservatives' subsequent proscription of
racial paternalism in the equal protection doctrine, thereby revealing
a greater level of moral and legal overlap between the two jurisprudences than the traditional scholarship suggests. Tracing this development will undermine the traditional conception of the Court's
doctrine4 and identify subtler sources of contention. More specifi4 The prevailing conception is construed as a debate between anti-subordination theorists
and anti-classification or colorblind theorists. See, e.g., Ruth Colker, Anti-Subordination Above
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cally, it identifies the site of contest as the permissibility of the state
passing laws that express sexual and racial paternalism.
After following the evolution of the principle banning paternalism in Part I, Part 1I will defend the new interpretation of the conservative jurisprudence with respect to race as superior to the
traditional understanding in responding to progressive concerns. It
will start by tracing the history of racial paternalism and its use as a
tool of oppression. Then, in Section B and Section C, it will examine
the two major progressive critiques of the conservative jurisprudence
and explore how this new understanding of the conservative jurisprudence better responds to the progressive objections.
Section B will address cultural-theorists' claim that conservative
equal protection jurisprudence allows the state to oppress black culture. Section C will cover anti-subordination theorists' argument that
the conservative jurisprudence prevents the state from enacting historical justice and removing blacks from their subordinated position.
Drawing on the history of racial paternalism, the Article will raise the
possibility that proscribing the state from engaging in racial paternalism might put blacks in a better position than either of the progressive
alternatives. This Article will thus call for a progressive reengagement
with the conservative jurisprudence in the area of equal protection.
I.

RACIAL AND SEXUAL PATERNALISM IN THE EQUAL
PROTECTION DOCTRINE

This Part will first clarify what is meant by the social meaning of
the law. A few legal scholars,5 starting with Charles Black in 1960,6
comprise a neglected line of defense for the importance of the social
meaning of laws when adjudicating cases under the Equal Protection
Clause. One such article limits its analysis to the reapportionment
All: Sex, Race, and Equal Protection, 61 N.Y.U. L. REV. 1003 (1986); Reva B. Siegel, Equality
Talk: Antisubordination and Anticlassification Values in ConstitutionalStruggles over Brown, 117
HARV. L. REV. 1470 (2004) [hereinafter Siegel, Equality Talk].
5 For the only two general defenses of the social meaning position regarding equal protection occupying entire articles, see Deborah Hellman, The Expressive Dimension of Equal Protection, 85 MINN. L. REV. 1 (2000); Todd Rakoff, Washington v. Davis and the Objective Theory of
Contracts, 29 HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REV. 63 (1994). A short defense of the position is given as
part of Jerry Kang, Negative Action Against Asian Americans: The Internal Instability of Dworkin's Defense of Affirmative Action, 31 HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REV. 1, 21-37 (1996).
6 Charles L. Black, Jr., The Lawfulness of the Segregation Decisions, 69 YALE L.J. 421

(1960).
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cases, 7 and three others have defended the approach in general terms
without finding it in the doctrine,' claiming, "the Court continues, in
the main, to cleave to subjective intent"-i.e., the rule that all that
matters is whether lawmakers have a discriminatory intent. 9
In contrast to these previous general defenses, this Article will
trace the development of the use of the social meaning of the law as a
relevant factor in the context of the Court's equal protection doctrine,
identifying the schools of thought on the Court that author and justify
the legal rules deploying the social meaning as a relevant factor. Section A of this Part will define the social meaning of the law as used in
this Article, and Section B will trace its use throughout the equal protection doctrine.
As Part II of the Article will proceed to defend the conservatives'
proscription on racial paternalism against progressive criticisms, Section C of this Part will address the legal scholarship's traditional
understanding of the conservative jurisprudence as deploying a colorblind rule. Section C will demonstrate that an interpretation of the
conservative jurisprudence as proscribing state expressions of racial
paternalism is more plausible and coherent than an interpretation of
the conservative jurisprudence as endorsing a colorblind rule.
A.

The Social Meaning of the Law

The social meaning of a law refers to its expressive content.
Legal scholars and judges have found that the social meaning of the
law constitutes an important element in understanding how many laws
work, including criminal laws,"° the First Amendment,1" environmental laws, 2 and those relating to federalism. 3
7 Richard Pildes & Richard Niemi, Expressive Harms, "Bizarre Districts," and Voting
Rights: Evaluating Election-DistrictAppearances After Shaw v. Reno, 92 MICH. L. REV. 483, 50001 (1993).
8 Hellman, supra note 5; Rakoff, supra note 5; Black, supra note 6.
9 Hellman, supra note 5, at 32.
10 E.g., Heidi M. Hurd, Expressing Doubts About Expressivism, 2005 U. CHI. LEGAL F. 405
(2005); Dan Kahan, Social Meaning and the Economic Analysis of Crime, 27 J. LEGAL STUD. 609
(1998).
11 E.g., Neal Devins, Social Meaning and School Vouchers, 42 WM. & MARY L. REV. 919
(2001).
12 E.g., Michael P. Vandenbergh, The Social Meaning of Environmental Command and
Control, 20 VA. ENVTL. L.J. 191 (2001).
13 E.g., Adam B. Cox, A New Defense of the Anti-Commandeering Rule?, 33 Loy. L.A. L.
REV. 1309 (2000).
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Legal scholars have interpreted "social meaning" differently,
focusing either on the communicative element of a law intended by
the actor, 4 the communicative element received by the affected
group,'15 or the law's actual effect on the public's normative understandings.16 Lawrence Lessig describes the understanding of social
meaning, as used in this Article, as "something interpretative" and
"not physical or behavioral":
By "social" meaning, I mean . . . [not] what some individual might
think that an act, an omission, or a status means [but] what that same
act, omission, or status means to a community of interpreters. Within
law, there is a long tradition of speaking of the latter as an "objective
meaning" and the former as a "subjective meaning." We speak of a
contract's objective meaning, for example, knowing quite well that a
party may7 well not have intended the contract to have that particular
meaning.1
This Article understands social meaning to refer to the objective
expressive element of the law. The objective social meaning of a law
can be found by referring to the history and the context of the law in
light of the community's social and linguistic traditions. It is not a
public opinion poll, as the public frequently knows little about a law
and may hold irrational or contradictory beliefs. Rather, the
approach identifies what a fully informed, reasonable public would
understand as expressed in the law.
Legal scholars have criticized this social meaning approach for its
indeterminacy.' 8 In some cases, the expressive element of a law might
have more than one reasonable interpretation. That is not a feature
particular to locating the expressive element of the law as it adheres in
interpretive acts generally. Crafting legal rules that hinge only on
directly regulated physical behavior reduces the judge's scope of inter"4 E.g., Simon Blackburn, Group Minds and Expressive Harm, 60 MD. L. REV. 467, 476
(2001) (quoting Elizabeth S. Anderson & Richard H. Pildes, Expressive Theories of Law: A
General Restatement, 148 U. PA. L. REV. 1503, 1527-28 (2000)).
15 E.g., Hurd, supra note 10, at 420.
16 E.g., Alex Geisinger, A Belief Change Theory of Expressive Law, 88 IowA L. REV. 35, 43
(2002).
17 Lawrence Lessig, The New Chicago School, 27 J. LEGAL STUD. 661, 680-81 (1998) (internal citation omitted).
18 E.g., Steven D. Smith, Expressivist Jurisprudenceand the Depletion of Meaning, 60 MD.

L. REV. 506, 559 (2001).
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pretation, but only at the cost of removing law from the regulation of
social reality. In the context of equal protection, the Court's groups
have crafted a legal presumption identifying cases likely to express
sexual or racial paternalism, which serves to minimize individual interpretative discretion. This reduces the unpredictability and bias that
might otherwise enter when a judge attempts to interpret the social
meaning of a law, without attempting to disregard the social reality of
the laws.
Two examples highlight the intuitive appeal of the social meaning
approach in the equal protection realm. Consider if Congress established a policy of donning Klu Klux Klan outfits for official business.
This policy expresses a belief in white supremacy, regardless of the
representatives' personal intentions, and the policy poses no physical
or behavioral harm to black citizens. Yet, it appears to violate the
command of equal protection. 19 Consider also Brown v. Board of
Education," but imagine that the racially segregated schools had possessed equal resources and facilities. Even with equally high-quality
schools, the policy of racial segregation, in the context of 1950s Kansas, expresses a belief in black inferiority. What constitutes the harm
in a case of equal facilities is the law's categorization of blacks as
inferior to whites.
A fully informed public will understand a law to reflect certain
factual and, in many cases, idealistic assumptions. In many cases, the
law cannot make sense without those assumptions, but in others, the
public understands the law to carry those assumptions because of the
public's background social understandings. Take a law, for example,
that bans persons 18 or older from engaging in sexual intercourse with
persons between the ages of 13 and 15. The social meaning of such a
law, on one level, concerns its application. It asks what the public
would understand age 18 and sexual intercourse to mean, and it might
inquire whether certain acts qualify, in the public's understanding, as
sexual intercourse. The social meaning, on a second level, concerns
the law's assumptions of facts and ideals. The law, criminal in nature,
expresses the state's moral disapproval of sex with a minor and
19 Indeed, the Court has overturned an even more benign expression of white superiority
on the grounds that it violated the equal protection clause. In Anderson v. Martin, 375 U.S. 399,
404 (1964), the Court held that a state could not maintain a law requiring all ballots to list the
candidates' races as, given the social context, this "promotes the ultimate discrimination," which
"is sufficient to make it invalid" under the Equal Protection Clause.
20 349 U.S. 294 (1955).
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expresses a factual claim about a minor's inability to consent or take
full moral responsibility for her actions. These public assumptions
depend on the public's background social understandings at the time
of the law's passage, i.e., the public believes that the criminal law,
among other functions, condemns actions for which people are morally responsible. This does not logically follow from the particular law
itself: for example, a public could understand its criminal law as
purely deterrent, having nothing to do with personal or moral responsibility. Against such a background, the law in question would express
different factual and moral assumptions. Particular factual circumstances surrounding the law's passage would lead the public to a different set of assumptions contained in the law. If, for example, this
law were passed immediately after a deadly sexually transmitted disease had infected all people between the ages of 13 and 15 and a vaccine was only available for those under the age of 18, the public would
understand the law to express a different set of facts and ideals. In
such a case, it would not express condemnation of an adult having sex
with a minor but rather condemnation of engaging in a self-destructive activity.
The social meaning approach thus requires judges to assess the
public understanding of a law beyond its application. It requires
judges to assess what the public understands a law to mean, rather
than simply to what behavior the public understands the law to apply.
Take, for example, a miscegenation law that prohibits whites from
marrying blacks. The public understanding of the law's application is
straightforward: Is this person black? Is this person white? Are they
married? Those questions arise when a judge has to determine
whether the prohibition applies to a given set of facts. A different set
of questions arises when determining what the law means: What does
the law factually assume? What ideal does it express?
What the law means is a different question from whether or not
the law has a good meaning, or is a good law. People can agree, for
example, that the above miscegenation law expresses a belief in white
superiority, while disagreeing on whether that fact makes it a good or
bad law. This social meaning-white supremacy-comes from the
background social understandings existing at the time the law passed.
Consider, for example, a law that prohibited marriage between greeneyed and hazel-eyed persons. This law shares a form and ease of
application with the miscegenation laws, but it does not share the pub-
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lic understanding of superiority. Society does not possess any background social understandings of society's assessment of hazel and
green eyes, and so the law does not express any meaning. The law
strikes the public as irrational, without reason.
The social meaning method requires an empirical, positive
inquiry into the law. It does not require judges to decide whether the
public endorses a law. 21 Empirically interpreting a normative idea
presents a larger window for judges to influence a chosen interpretation with their own normative perspective. With respect to equal protection, the Court has closed this window by crafting a legal
presumption dictating when the social meaning of a law expresses
inferiority.
B.

The Evolution of the Ban on Paternalism in the Doctrine

Working with the understanding of the social meaning of the law
defined in Section A, Section B will trace its relevance and role in the
equal protection doctrine. This Section will move chronologically.
First, it will cover how progressive justices enhanced the equal protection clause's shield to include women in the 1970s, and in so doing,
established a rule holding that laws expressing sexual paternalism
were proscribed. Second, the Section will demonstrate how conservative Justices adopted the progressive rule for sex to race, proscribing
laws that expressed racial paternalism.
1. Progressives' Ban on Sexual Paternalism
Prior to Reed v. Reed,22 in 1971, the Court gave states free reign
to base laws on a person's sex.2 3 In Reed, the Court used the Equal
Protection Clause to strike down a state law governing the category of
sex on the explicit grounds that the law failed to pass rational basis
review.2 4 The Idaho law in question granted a preference to men in
deciding letters of administration.
One of the arguments Idaho
21 As the Court has done in other contexts. See, e.g., Lawrence v. Texas, 539 U.S. 558, 572
(2003) (determining there is an "emerging awareness" among the people for sexual privacy);
Roper v. Simmons, 543 U.S. 551, 566-67 (2005) (determining there is a consensus against the
execution of a minor).
22 404 U.S. 71 (1971).
23 See, e.g., Serena Mayeri, The Strange CareerofJane Crow: Sex Segregation and the Trans-

formation of Anti-Discrimination Discourse, 18 YALE J.L. & HUMAN. 187, 229-31 (2006) (stating
that rational basis review is historically applied to sex-based laws).
24 404 U.S. at 76-77.
25 Id. at 72-74.
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made stemmed from administrative convenience: preferring men
avoids the administrative inconvenience of determining which party
should hold the letter on a case-by-case basis. z6 The Court addressed
only this argument in its opinion, asserting that if Idaho decided to
prefer men simply to avoid making individual decisions and not
because of any perceived or desired difference between men and
women, then the preference stands beneath "rationality": it is truly a
totally "arbitrary" classification. 7 However, the Reed Court ignored
Idaho's other argument, namely that men, on average, would perform
better a letter of administration than women.2 8 This argument should
have passed rational basis review; rather than pretend that it failed to
pass the rational basis test, the Court did not mention it and wrote
their opinion as if Idaho had argued only from arbitrary convenience.
Two years later in Frontiero v. Richardson, 9 the Court splintered
on whether to extend the ruling in Reed to explicitly engage in heightened scrutiny for sex-based laws. The plurality, written by Justice
Brennan, found "at least implicit support" in Reed for the position
that sex classifications "are inherently suspect."3 The "implicit" support stemmed from the fact that the Reed Court had silently dismissed
Idaho's argument that men generally performed the task better than
women. 31 This silent rejection does not serve well as an authority,
especially when the opinion explicitly described itself as engaging in
rational basis review. Reed's silent rejection of rational basis review,
in any case, offered neither argument nor authority for heightened
scrutiny applied to sex and it rose out of a century of rational basis
review.
Justice Brennan cited no authority other than Reed for the move
to heightened scrutiny. He did, however, offer arguments for the
change. He claimed that his decision to move to heightened review
for sex-based classifications, abandoning a century of jurisprudence,
"is clearly justified"3 2 because: (1) "our Nation has had a long and
unfortunate history of sexual discrimination"; (2) this discrimination
"was rationalized by an attitude of 'romantic paternalism' which, in
26 Id. at 76.
27 Id.

Id.
29 411 U.S. 677 (1973).
30 Id. at 682 (citing Reed, 404 U.S. 71).
28

31 Id. at 683.
32 Id. at 684.
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practical effect, put women not on a pedestal but in a cage;" (3) many
current laws represent these "gross stereotypes" about the sexes; and
(4) the "sex characteristic" is immutable and visible, and frequently
bears no relation to an ability to perform or contribute to society.33
The Frontiero plurality became a majority a mere three years
later in Craig v. Boren.3 4 Justice Brennan, with a new majority,
asserted that "classifications by gender must serve important governmental objectives and must be substantially related to achievement of
those objectives." This declaration introduced the heightened standard of review for sex into the Court's jurisprudence in 1.976. 3" The
Court, to many commentators,3 6 chose a peculiar case to raise the
standard of review for sex.3 7 Craig does not provide new arguments
for the raised standard; it refers back to the arguments listed in the
Frontiero plurality as its justification.3" Yet, as then Justice Rehnquist
points out in dissent, none of those arguments appear to bear on the
law at issue in Craig, a law that prohibits selling certain beers to men
between the ages of 18 and 20 but allows vendors to sell the beer to
women of the same age group.39 The Craig Court declared that the
law "invidiously discriminates against males 18-20 years of age." 4
Progressives draw their argument with respect to sex from Justice
Brennan's plurality in Frontiero, which conceptualizes romantic paternalism as unduly restricting women's opportunities and autonomy.41
Instead of declaring unconstitutional laws that concretely put women
"in the cage" or laws that intend to keep women "in the cage," Justice
Brennan banned the paternalistic conception of women that the laws
expressed.42 He declared any law expressing "romantic paternalism"
33 Id. at 684-87.

34 429 U.S. 190 (1976).
35 Id. at 197.
36 Including Justice Rehnquist in dissent, who objected to the Court's "conclusion that men
challenging a gender-based statute which treats them less favorably than women may invoke a
more stringent standard of judicial review than pertains to most other types of classifications."
Id. at 217 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting).
37 Id. at 217-19.
38 Id. at 197-99 (majority opinion).
39 Id. at 192.

40 Craig v. Boren, 429 U.S. 190, 204 (1976) (emphasis added.).
41 See, e.g., JEB v. Alabama ex reL. T.B., 511 U.S. 127, 140-41 (1994) (stating that stereotypes about women's weakness and vulnerability have served to keep women from acting
autonomously).
42 Frontiero v. Richardson, 411 U.S. 677, 684 (1973).
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unconstitutional.4 3 To some degree, the progressives obfuscated their
condemnation of sexual paternalism by referring mostly to "stereoThe progressive Justices usually refer to "old notions,"4 5
types."'
"social stereotypes,"46 "archaic and overbroad stereotypes,"47 and
"stereotypes about the 'proper place' of women and their need for
special protection,"'4 8 rather than "paternalistic"4 9 expressions.
This language obscured the operating principle because it utilizes
the word stereotype to encompass two types of beliefs: women do not
work outside the home, and women should not work outside the
home.5 ° The first type of claim is descriptive and the second type is
normative. The Oxford English dictionary defines stereotype as "an
oversimplified impression of the characteristics which typify a person.""1 Notice that the normative belief "women should stay home" is
not a stereotype, while the descriptive belief "women are built to stay
home" is a stereotype. Nearly every law rests on a stereotype. Without utilizing "oversimplified impression[s] of the characteristics which
typify [people]" the state could have no general laws. The government would have to individually decide each and every case. For
example, people under the age of 18 cannot vote. This law stereotypes people under the age of 18 as too immature to vote. The state
knows full well some people under age 18 are mature enough to vote,
but it is has to draw the line at some age or abandon the generality of
law.
When the progressives claim that a law is based on gross stereotypes they are drawing on Justice Brennan's argument in claiming that
the law is expressive of traditional sexual paternalism, which dictates
that men and women have different virtues, and in many realms,
women need to be taken care of. Factually, men and women are different in many respects. Women, for example, in 2003 were 55 times
43 Id.

44 Id. at 685.
45 Stanton v. Stanton, 421 U.S. 7, 14-15 (1975); see also City of Cleburne v. Cleburne Living
Ctr., Inc., 473 U.S. 432, 441 (1985) (referring to "outmoded notions").
46 Craig v. Boren, 429 U.S. 190, 203 n.14 (1976).
47 JEB v. Alabama ex rel. T.B., 511 U.S. 127, 131 (1994).
48 Orr v. Orr, 440 U.S. 268, 283 (1979).
49 JEB, 511 U.S. at 133 (citing Frontiero v. Richardson, 411 U.S. 677, 684 (1973)).
50 E.g., Orr, 440 U.S. at 283.
51 SHORTER OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY 3021 (6th ed. 2007).
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more likely to stay home full time with their children than men.5 2 This
does not mean that women should stay home with their children, but
that the factual claim is grossly false cannot be a reason a law based
on it is unconstitutional. Such a law has a tighter factual connection
than many laws. Acknowledging factual differences between the
sexes in the law, for progressives, is problematic only when doing so
validates or expresses traditional sexual paternalism.
In Craig v. Boren, Justice Brennan, writing for the Court, considered the statistical evidence in favor of the law's prohibition on the
sale of 3.2% beer to males between the ages of 18 and 21.13 After
covering the state's statistical evidence showing men in the age group
were more likely than women to drive drunk and criticizing the difference between men and women's drunk driving as insufficiently small
to justify a sex-based ban on buying alcohol, he moved to the heart of
the matter, writing, "But [the judiciary's inability to judge statistical
techniques] merely illustrates that proving broad sociological propositions by statistics is a dubious business, and one that inevitably is in
tension with the normative philosophy that underlies the Equal Protection Clause."54 The normative philosophy refers to whether or not
the law expresses paternalism toward women, which is a different
question from how factually accurate the sex-based categories of the
law are. Justice Blackmun acknowledged this same point later in JEB
v. Alabama ex rel TB, stating, "We have made abundantly clear in
past cases that gender classifications that rest on impermissible stereotypes violate the Equal Protection Clause, even when some statistical
support can be conjured up for the generalization."5 5 Justice Blackmun obscures the true analysis by baselessly assuming any argument
that men and women are factually different is "conjured up," possessing only a "shred of truth."5 6 Justice O'Connor, more honestly, confronts the obvious: "We know that like race, gender matters... [O]ne
need not be a sexist to share the intuition that in certain cases a person's gender and resulting life experience will be relevant to his or her
52 Press Release, Robert Bernstein, "Stay-at-Home" Parents Top 5 Million, Census Bureau
Reports, U.S. Census Bureau News (Nov. 30, 2004), available at http:I/www.census.gov/PressReleaselwww/releases/archives/familieshouseholdsl003118.html.
53 Craig v. Boren, 429 U.S. 190, 200-04 (1976).
54 Id. at 204.
55 511 U.S. 127, 139 n.11 (1994).

56

See id.
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view[s]." 5 7 Indeed, it is more than intuition that supports the notion
that men and women as groups are different; it is sociology, anthropology, political science, psychology, and biology.5 8 The progressives'
equal protection analysis is simply concerned with a different issue
than whether a law accurately tracks group differences between men
and women. Rather, the question is whether the law expresses a
paternalistic view of women. With one exception, the progressives all
signed on to a clear statement of this in 2001 when they declared,
"[the] Court has long recognized, however, that an impermissible stereotype may enjoy empirical support and thus be in a sense 'rational.'
• . * Indeed, the stereotypes that underlie a sex-based classification
'may hold true for many, even most, individuals."' 5 9 Nevertheless, if
they express paternalistic notions, they form an invalid basis for the
law.
Even though misleading in one respect, the use of stereotype
aptly distinguishes paternalism from supremacy. Stereotype is appropriately a more benign description, and its use-or technically, misuse-in the legal doctrine marks the significant difference between
supremacy, which is conceiving of a group as less human, and paternalism, which is conceiving of a group as handicapped in various
respects. Women in America were never considered less human than
men or untouchables; they were considered handicapped and less
capable in various spheres of life.
Justice Blackmun admits that he does not care whether or not the
stereotype is just as accurate or even more accurate than the average
stereotype underlying any law of generality; even if true, it is still
impermissible if it endorses paternalistic ideals.6" Mississippi University for Women v. Hogan6 is a typical example. In Hogan, the Mississippi school system offered nursing degrees to men and women. One
of their nursing programs, however, only admitted women, and as a
result, the state provided more baccalaureate nursing opportunities to
women than it did to men. Two years prior to deciding Hogan,
57 Id. at 148-49 (O'Connor, J., concurring).
58 See, e.g., STEPHEN PINKER, THE BLANK SLATE: THE MODERN DENIAL OF HUMAN
NATURE 337-72 (2003) (2002); STEVEN E. RHOADS, TAKING SEX DIFFERENCES SERIOUSLY
(2004).
59 Nguyen v. INS, 533 U.S. 53, 89 (2001) (O'Connor, J., dissenting, joined by Souter, J.,
Ginsberg, J., Breyer, J.) (citations omitted).
60 JEB, 511 U.S. at 139 n.11.
61 458 U.S. 718 (1982).
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nationwide, 94 percent of the baccalaureate nursing degrees went to
women.6 2 Despite the implementation of affirmative action programs
recruiting men 63 and the elimination of state run women-only nursing
schools, 20 years after Hogan, women still took 93 percent of the baccalaureate nursing degrees.' Mississippi's decision to provide more
nursing opportunities to women was an appropriate response to the
factual demand in its state: more women did, and do, factually desire
to become nurses than men do. The Hogan Court progressives, however, found this program illegitimate not because the facts about men
and women's interests were in error, but because providing more
spots for women in nursing "lends credibility to the old view that
women, not men, should become nurses" and thereby creates a "selffulfilling prophecy."6 5 In other words, regardless of the current level
of sex-based demand for a nursing education, the state cannot structure its schools to fulfill that sex-based demand, as to do so would
illegitimately express the belief that men should not be nurses.66
Progressives adopted a legal rule of presumption: whenever a
benefit or burden is allotted on the basis of sex, it presumptively
expresses a social meaning of paternalism toward women. As Justice
Brennan noted, "Legislative classifications which distribute benefits
and burdens on the basis of gender carry the inherent risk of reinforcing stereotypes about the 'proper place' of women and their need for
special protection."67 This reasoning explains why progressives overturned laws that materially benefited women, like in Hogan and
Caban, and laws that materially burdened men, like in Craig and
J.E.B. The strange feature of this jurisprudence is it overturns laws
for expressing paternalism to women, and yet the laws where men are
materially burdened-like in Craig, where young men were prevented
from purchasing alcohol-are held to invidiously discriminate against
62 Id. at 729 n.14.
63 See, e.g., Joan Evans, Men Nurses: A Historical and Feminist Perspective, 47 J.
ADVANCED NURSING 321 (2004) (discussing the history of male nurses and how stereotypes
against male nurses have, at times, helped them).
64 See, e.g., Stephanie Armour, More Men Train to Be Nurses, Midwives, Secretaries:Shaky
Economy Prompts Some to Try Female-DominatedFields, USA TODAY, July 11, 2003, available
at http://www.usatoday.com/educate/college/business/articles/20030720.htm.
65 Hogan, 458 U.S. at 730 (emphasis added).
66 See also United States v. Virginia, 518 U.S. 515 (1996) (applying same reasoning to Virginia's all-male military academy).
67 Orr v. Orr, 440 U.S. 268, 283 (1979).
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men, and accordingly it is men's rights that are said to be violated, not
women's. As Justice Rehnquist stated in his Craig dissent:
Most obviously unavailable to support any kind of special scrutiny in
this case is a history or pattern of past discrimination, such as was
relied on by the plurality in Frontiero to support its invocation of strict
scrutiny. There is no suggestion in the Court's opinion that males in
this age group are in any way peculiarly disadvantaged, subject to systematic discriminatory 68treatment, or otherwise in need of special solicitude from the courts.
It is true that there is no historical or social reason to give men
special protection under the equal protection clause. But the progressives have made it clear that men are not the ones being harmed in the
relevant way-men deserve no special protection-rather they are
being concretely burdened by a law that is constitutionally illegitimate
because of what it says about women's role in society. Although this
is a puzzling and unexplained move by the progressives, it might have
been made to avoid giving women standing to protest any law allegedly demeaning toward women, even if the law did not mention
women. When the Court overturns laws for their expressions-in this
case, for their expressions of paternalism toward women-it has to
design rules to keep their discretion on a short leash, lest they find
themselves answering questions about social meanings they are illequipped to determine.
In any event, the Court's progressives justify the presumptive ban
on sex-based burdens and benefits on the basis of their presumptive
expression of paternalism. A law that punishes people for having sex
with girls, for example, presumptively conceives of women as lacking
in sexual autonomy. Social understandings arise from traditional ideals, including a history of romantic paternalism, and will presumptively understand laws benefiting either sex as a reinforcement of
those traditional views. If, for example, a law passed paying men, but
not women, to stay home and raise children, applied to society's current social understandings, this law will express the notion that it is
less natural for men to stay home with children. The law will not be
understood to express the belief that men are best suited to the homemaker role, even though society would read it that way if women were
68

Craig v. Boren, 429 U.S. 190, 219 (1976) (Rehnquist, J., dissenting).
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the ones paid to stay home. The social meaning of a law comes from
the background social understandings, and because social understandings arise out of historical beliefs, any benefit or penalty to either sex
will presumptively be understood against those signs. Generally, the
only laws that will not be presumptively understood as reinforcing
traditional social views about sex are ones that are neutral between
the sexes, or are clearly using sex as a proxy for other information,
such as a proxy for the propensity to breast cancer.
Justice O'Connor's majority opinion in Hogan applies this rule,
where women were offered a benefit of more nursing opportunities.
She writes that a law's objective must not "reflect archaic and stereotypic notions."69 Relying on "archaic and stereotypic notions"
presumes that women "suffer from an inherent handicap" or are
"innately inferior."7 A list of "archaic stereotypes" the progressive
Justices have found expressed in benefits granted to women or burdens to men should illustrate the operation of this presumption: (1)
Removing men from the jury in a paternity suit expresses the belief
that women might be less sympathetic to the accused father.71 (2)
Granting an unwed mother greater parental legal rights than an
unwed father sends the message that the mother has a greater connection to her children than their father.7 2 (3) Restricting men's access to
alcohol expresses a belief that young male drinkers are "reckless
young men" who should receive punishment and young female drinkers only needed a "chivalrous escort home."73 And (4) a law punishing people for having sex with girls under the age of 18 expresses the
belief that young women's chastity is more "precious" than young
men's chastity.74

69 Hogan, 458 U.S. at 725.
70 Id.

71 JEB v. Alabama ex rel. T.B., 511 U.S. 127, 140 (1994) (holding state could not use its
peremptory strikes to remove men from the jury in a paternity case).
72 Caban v. Mohammad, 441 U.S. 380, 388-89 (1979) (holding state could not put a greater
burden on unmarried men than unmarried woman in maintaining custody of their children).
73 Craig,429 U.S. at 202 n.14 (holding that the state could not make it illegal for young men
to buy 3.2 percent beer).
74 Michael M. v. Super. Ct. of Sonoma County, 450 U.S. 464, 495 (1981) (Brennan, J., dissenting) (arguing that a law penalizing people for sleeping with underage females is based on
stereotypes about women's chastity being more valuable than men's chastity).
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Conservatives' Ban on Racial Paternalism

The progressives' ban on sexual paternalism almost immediately
influenced the development of race jurisprudence. Women, unlike
blacks, had never experienced sex supremacy. They had, since the
origination of the country, experienced paternalism-women were
never untouchables; rather, they were less capable in certain spheres
and needed to be taken care of for their own good. Prior to the
Court's inclusion of sex in the Equal Protection Clause's coverage, the
analysis of race cases had only inquired as to whether the law in question expressed white supremacy.75 After sex's inclusion, the racebased analysis, at least for the conservatives, developed to ask
whether or not the social meaning of the law expressed a paternalistic
conception of blacks-a benign view of them as inferior in certain
ways, or in need of special help.
The conservatives, and not the progressives, answered in the
affirmative, extending the ban on paternalism to include a ban on
racial paternalism. Prior to Justice Brennan's 1973 introduction of
"gross stereotypes" as constitutionally-offensive in the realm of sex,
76
race jurisprudence had not invoked the language of "stereotype.
Justices have not labeled the belief in the wholesale superiority of the
Caucasian race, for example, a stereotype. Race jurisprudence, prior
to the progressive ban on sexual paternalism, had invalidated laws
because they "clearly" expressed "white supremacy. ' 77 In a 1974 case
decided on mootness, Justice Douglass wrote in dissent that affirmative action was constitutionally suspicious because it "creates suggestions of stigma and caste no less than a segregated classroom" and
that it expresses the belief "that blacks or browns cannot make it on
their individual merit" and thereby places "a stamp of inferiority" on
blacks. 78 Following this thought, in 1978, the plurality in Regents of
the University of California v. Bakke held that affirmative action
affirms "common stereotypes holding that certain groups are unable
to achieve success." 79 This marked the move to the rejection of racial
paternalism in equal protection jurisprudence.
75 E.g., Brown v. Bd. of Educ., 347 U.S. 483, 493-95 (1954); Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1,
11 (1967).
76 See Frontiero v. Richardson, 411 U.S. 677, 685 (1973).
77 Loving, 388 U.S. at 11.
78 DeFunis v. Odegaard, 416 U.S. 312, 343 (1974).
79 Regents of the Univ. of Cal. v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265, 298 (1978).
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Justice Thomas, mirroring Justice Brennan's argument in Frontiero ° with respect to women, wrote, "Racial paternalism ... can be as
poisonous and pernicious as any other form of discrimination. Socalled 'benign' discrimination teaches many that because of chronic
and apparently immutable handicaps, minorities cannot compete
.. *,, 81 Thus, assigning benefits or burdens on the basis of race
"stamp[s] minorities with a badge of inferiority."82 This badge of
inferiority is not the badge attached by white supremacy, but the more
benign badge attached historically to women, portraying them as not
as capable as men, whether because of biology, socialization, or both.
The conservatives also adopted into their race jurisprudence Justice Brennan's legal rule dictating that "legislative classifications
which distribute benefits and burdens on the basis of gender carry the
inherent risk of reinforcing stereotypes about the 'proper place' of
women and their need for special protection." 3 Not only did they
adopt this presumption from the progressives' sex jurisprudence, they
also followed the peculiar decision to allow the historically dominant
group to vindicate the right of the historically oppressed group not to
be treated paternalistically. As the progressives allowed men to
object to laws benefiting women that illegitimately expressed paternalism toward women, the conservatives allowed whites to object to
laws benefiting blacks that illegitimately expressed paternalism
toward blacks. Justice Thomas, in a dissent joined by Justice Scalia,
offers a partial justification of that peculiar ordering, writing, "every
time the government ... makes race relevant to the provision of burdens or benefits, it demeans us all."'' In other words, living in a society that acts paternalistically toward blacks harms not just blacks, but
whites as well. With this in mind, it is not quite as strange as it first
appears to allow whites to overturn laws that are illegitimate for that
reason.
C.

The Ban on Racial PaternalismIs Not Colorblind

Progressive scholars in particular have understood the post-civil
rights conservatives as adopting a colorblind ban on any use of race,
80 Frontiero,411 U.S. at 684-87.
81 Adarand Constructors, Inc. v. Pena, 515 U.S. 200, 241 (1995).
82 Grutter v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306, 373 (2003) (Thomas, J., dissenting).
83 Orr v. Orr, 440 U.S. 268, 283 (1979).
84 Grutter, 539 U.S. at 353 (Thomas, J., dissenting).
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rather than, as this Article has argued, a ban on the expression of
racial paternalism. This Section will specifically address the contention that the conservative jurisprudence endorses a colorblind principle. It will seek to demonstrate that the conservative jurisprudence is
best understood as proscribing racial paternalism.
In the post-Civil Rights Era, the most litigated laws with respect
to race and sex are laws that materially benefit blacks and women, like
affirmative action, and laws that use race and sex as proxies for information, such as racial profiling and the race- and sex-based medical
studies. The jurisprudence of banning paternalism developed in
response to these laws. 85 An accepted defense for passing a law that
benefits women or blacks is that the benefit remedies an intentional,
specific act of discrimination, 86 because remedying a specific harm
does not construe the injured party as inferior or fundamentally less
capable. Many policies in American history, such as the Freedmen's
Bureau, were direct compensation for identifiable and intentional past
wrongs of the state.87 It is only in the post-Civil Rights Era, where in
most cases a specific, intentional wrong can no longer be identified,
that most benefits are offered paternalistically, rather than as compensation for an identifiable wrong. Indeed, America has a long history
of treating blacks paternalistically. But because of the widespread
prevalence of specific, intentional wrongs states perpetuated against
blacks prior to the Civil Rights Era, the assumptive social meaning
behind giving blacks benefits was of a specific remediation for a past
wrong, not paternalism. In that sense, the structure of this jurisprudence is unique to the age.
1. Progressive Scholarship's Understanding of the
Conservative Jurisprudence
Progressive legal scholars, led by those working in the critical
race movement, have understood and criticized the conservative jurisprudence as endorsing a colorblind principle. This interpretation
85 See supra Part I.B.

86 See, e.g., Miss. Univ. for Women v. Hogan, 458 U.S. 718, 728-30 (1982) (stating if nursing
school itself had a history of discriminating against women it could act to remediate its own
behavior); Parents Involved in Cmty. Sch. v. Seattle Sch. Dist. No. 1, 127 S. Ct. 2738, 2752 (2007)
(stating school district could seek to admit blacks if the purpose was to remediate its own past
discrimination).
87 E.g., Paul Moreno, Racial Classifications and Reconstruction Legislation, 61 J. S. HIST.

271, 275-78 (1995).
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understands the conservatives to deploy an essentialist or formal definition of race.88 Professor Gotanda summarizes the formal definition:
"Black and white are seen as neutral, apolitical descriptions, reflecting
merely 'skin color' or country of ancestral origin. Formal-race is unrelated to ability, disadvantage, or moral culpability ... [or] social attributes such as culture, education, wealth, or language."8 9 According to
progressives, conservatives claim that because race is defined merely
by ancestral origins any act treating the races differently is unequal
and therefore should be proscribed. In other words, the state must
refrain from seeing race at all because race has no legitimate social
purpose.
Progressive scholars are correct that the conservative jurisprudence uses a formal definition of race. However, the conservatives do
not thereby conclude that the state must ignore or not see race. It is
important to note that formal-race is a definition of race, and not a
claim about race. It answers the question, "What trait or traits must
someone posses to qualify as one race or another? Or what trait must
someone possess to be black?" It does not answer the question, "How
are black people treated or conceived morally?" In order to answer
the latter question, one must have already answered the former.
Formal-race is the definition of race used by almost all people in
society. Focus groups and surveys have revealed that "lay people
[non-geneticists] identify race primarily by physical features ... they
believe that physical appearance is caused largely by genetics, and
therefore that race has a genetic basis." 9
It is important not to conflate definitional characteristics of a concept with its associations, treatments, and perceptions when trying to
understand the conservative jurisprudence. 91 Professor Siegel offers a
representative progressive interpretation of the conservative jurisprudence confusing those characteristics of race when she examines Hopwood v. Texas,9 2 a conservative opinion on affirmative action.
88 See, e.g., Neil Gotanda, A Critique of "Our Constitution is Color-Blind," 44 STAN. L.
REV. 1, 2-7 (1991).
89 Id. at 4.
90 CELESTE M. CONDIT ET AL., The Role of "Genetics" in Popular Understandings of Race
in the United States, 13 PuB. UNDERSTANDING OF Sci. 249, 253 (2004).
91 See, e.g., Siegel, Discriminationin the Eyes of the Law, supra note 1, at 89 (conflating the
three in a critique of conservative jurisprudence).
92 78 F.3d 932 (5th Cir. 1996), overruled by Grutter v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306 (2003).
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Professor Siegel is just one of many progressive scholars who
interpret the conservative position as colorblind, 93 and her analysis
represents the typical articulation. As such, an examination of her
claims is helpful. She summarizes her understanding of part of the
Hopwood opinion as follows:
The diversity sections of the opinion assert that race is but a morphological accident, a matter or skin color, no more .... On this view,
race has no socially relevant content, and provides no basis for choosing among white and black applicants for admission to the law school.
The Constitution forbids the University of Texas Law School94from
assuming that applicants of different racial backgrounds differ.
Professor Siegel, in the above passage, claims that the Hopwood
opinion's "diversity section" asserts "[rlace has no socially relevant
content."95 And, indeed, if by that one means that race is not defined
by socially relevant content, then Hopwood, which again, is a representative conservative opinion, does assert it. A native African who
arrives in America knowing nothing of American culture or history is
still black. But, and this is crucial, if one means that race is correlated
with social content and indeed produces social reactions and has a
social history, then the diversity section of the opinion did not assert
it. Quite the opposite, in its diversity section, the court opined,
"While the use of race per se is proscribed, state-supported schools
may reasonably consider a host of factors-some of which may have
some correlation with race" and, later, "it is frequently efficient to sort
people by race or ethnic origin, because racial or ethnic identity may
be a good proxy for functional classifications." 96 And, for the third
time, "We recognize that the use of some factors such as economic or
educational background of one's parents may be somewhat correlated
with race."97
In other words, there are many social experiences and characteristics that blacks are more likely to have had than whites. Indeed this
93 See infra note 100 for a list of articles critiquing the colorblind position.
94 Reva B. Siegel, The Racial Rhetorics of Colorblind Constitutionalism:The Case of Hopwood v. Texas, in RACE AND REPRESENTATION: AFFIRMATIVE ACTION 46-47 (Robert Post &

Michael Rogin eds., 1998) [hereinafter
Constitutionalism].
95 Id.
96 Hopwood, 78 F.3d at 946 & n.30.
97 Id. at 947 n.31.

Siegel, The Racial Rhetorics of Colorblind
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is the same conception of race deployed by the progressive Grutter v.
Bollinger opinion, which held that it was false to say "minority students always (or even consistently) express some characteristic minority viewpoint on any issue"; one could only say that being a racial
minority "is likely to affect an individual's views." 98
Professor Siegel's assertion that the diversity section claimed
"[r]ace has no socially relevant content, and provides no basis for
choosing among white and black applicants for admission to the law
school"9' 9 is false. The Hopwood opinion made perfectly clear that
there was a reason to use race in college admissions: blacks are more
likely to have certain socially relevant characteristics and so one could
use race as a proxy to avoid determining which individuals possessed
those socially relevant characteristics. The opinion simply held-just
as the progressive opinions proscribing sexual paternalism did-that
administrative convenience is not a good enough reason for the state
to assign benefits based on race.
Both groups of Justices might have chosen a colorblind or
sexblind rule either to identify when the public presumptively understands a law to express inferiority or on some other normative theory,
such as on the belief that ignoring race will remove it from society as a
category of prejudice."° An application of this rule is exemplified by
Professor Ian Ayres's contention that identical single-use bathrooms
designated by sex violate "gender equality."'' ° Merely establishing
separate bathrooms, for Ayres, indicates the inferiority of one of the
02
sexes. The conservative Justices rejected this rule as overbroad.1
Instead, they chose a benefit/burden rule-if a law offers a benefit or
burden on the basis of race, then it is presumptively expressive of
paternalism toward blacks. The narrower benefit/burden rule does
not preclude that in certain cases-a 1950s school segregation in

98

539 U.S. 306, 333 (2003) (emphasis added).

99 Siegel, The Racial Rhetorics of Colorblind Constitutionalism, supra note 94, at 47.
100 Most scholars interpret the textualist position as "colorblind" or "anti-classification."
E.g., Jeffrey Rosen, The Color-Blind Court, 45 AM. U. L. REV. 791 (1996); Neil Gotanda, Failure
of the Color-Blind Vision: Race, Ethnicity and the California Civil Rights Initiative, 23 HASTINGS
CONST. L.Q. 1135 (1996); Siegel, Equality Talk, supra note 4; Pauline T. Kim, The Colorblind
Lottery, 72 FORDHAM L. REV. 9 (2003).
101 Ian Ayres, Looking Out for No. 2: A Modest Proposal for Single-Use Toilets, SLATE,
Mar. 7, 2005, http://slate.msn.comlid/2114441.
102 See supra Part I.B.
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which the schools were materially the same, for example' 03 -even
without a benefit or burden, the social understanding of the law will
be one of inferiority. In Anderson v. Martin, for example, the Court
held that a Louisiana law requiring every election ballot to list the
candidates' races next to their names was in violation of the Equal
Protection Clause." ° The Court did so because it found, given the
social context in which it occurred, such a law functioned to
''encourage its voters to discriminate upon the grounds of race" and
"induce[ ] racial prejudice at the polls."' 5
Conservatives would presumably also allow that in other casessuch as offering only blacks a drug that has been scientifically proven
to be effective only in the black population 06-even with a benefit
assigned based on race, the social understanding will not be one of
paternalistic inferiority. Their position does, however, lower suspicion
for laws that merely consider race or sex but do not assign a benefit or
burden because of either category, as such laws are presumptively
understood to use race or sex as a proxy for needed information,
rather than for expressing a normative judgment about the races'
respective values.
In contrast to what a colorblind rule would dictate, conservatives
allow the state to use race when it is clear it is not being used to
express a paternalistic inferiority. Not only can this presumption be
overcome with respect to laws based in burdens or benefits, laws that
use race but do not assign a benefit/burden to a race group do not
presumptively express inferiority, and thus face a more lenient standard of review.
2.

Race and Sex Understood as a Proxy for Information

The conservatives, and to some degree the progressives, allow the
state to utilize race or sex as a proxy for information as long as that
103 McLaurin v. Okla. State Regents for Higher Educ., 339 U.S. 637 (1950) (overturning
the school's policy of requiring the one black student to sit at a different lunch table and classroom table for violating equal protection).
104 375 U.S. 399, 401-02 (1964).
105 id. at 402.
106 Neil Risch et al., Categorizationof Humans in Biomedical Research: Genes, Race and

Disease, 3 GENOME BIOLOGY 1, 1, 6 (2002), available at http://genomebiology.com/content/pdf/
gb-2002-3-7-comment2007.pdf (arguing that race should be used in medical research because
some treatments have different effectiveness for different races).
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usage is publicly clear.1 7 The sex jurisprudence, for example, explicitly allows that real biological differences between the sexes can legitimately create the foundation for laws that distinguish between the
sexes. 10 8 The state's recognition of real biological differences between
the sexes, such as respective propensities to breast or testicular cancer,
will, given the scientific and historical understanding of those differences, not tend to express a view of women as inferior. There are
many other laws that consider sex or race, which have a social understanding of using sex or race as a proxy for information. Racial profiling, for example, falls in this category. It has a more controversial
status because it can switch easily from using race as a proxy for information to expressing the assumption that blacks or other minorities
are criminal by nature. It is clear that when a victim reports that her
attacker was black, however, and the police question blacks in the
area in search of that particular suspect, the police are using race as a
proxy for information, not as an expression of black inferiority.
Racial profiling is an extension of that process as it uses the statistical
profile of the criminals in a given area to determine if a person's race
means that they are more or less likely to be committing a crime in
107 Powers v. Ohio, 499 U.S. 400, 424 (1991) (Scalia, J., dissenting) (arguing that peremptory strikes based on race are permissible because membership in a race, as in any group, can
reflect sympathy toward that group); Johnson v. California, 543 U.S. 499, 524 (2005) (Thomas, J.,
dissenting) (arguing that the race of inmates may be initially used in housing assignments
because members from different races are more likely to belong to different gangs, an arrangement that is more likely to result in violence). The degree to which progressives would allow sex
to be used as a proxy for information when it is clear and necessary for an important purpose has
not been established. The progressives, with the exception of Justice Stevens in Michael M. v.
Superior Court of Sonoma County, have not taken any case that they have seen as permissibly
using sex as a proxy for information. 450 U.S. 464, 495, 499 (1981) (Stevens, J., dissenting)
("[T]he fact that a class of persons is especially vulnerable to a risk that a statute is designed to
avoid is a reason for making the statute applicable to that class."). In Geduldig v. Aiello, the
progressives found that pregnancy was a legitimate proxy for women. 417 U.S. 484, 496 n.20
(1974).
108 Geduldig, 417 U.S. at 498-500 (holding, in a majority opinion by Justice Stewart and
joined by Justices Burger, White, Blackmun, Powell, and Rehnquist, that gender can be a proxy
for pregnancy), superseded by statute, Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978, Pub. L. No. 95-555,
92 Stat. 2076, as recognized in Newport News Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Co. v. EEOC, 462 U.S.
669, 670 (1983). Only the conservatives have used sex as a proxy for information applied legitimately in other cases. See Tuan Anh Nguyen v. INS, 533 U.S. 53, 58 (1981) (holding, in a majority opinion by J. Kennedy, joined by Justices Scalia, Thomas, Stevens, and C.J. Rehnquist, that a
woman's gender can be used as a proxy for proof of parenthood among unmarried parents);
Michael M., 450 U.S. at 470 (holding, in a plurality opinion by J. Rehnquist, joined by Justices
Powell, Stewart, and C.J. Burger, that gender can be used as a proxy for having particular vulnerabilities in the context of statutory rape).
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that area, but it opens the door for an expression of racial inferiority
as it becomes less specific and more speculative.' 9
If a program offering benefits to blacks is necessary to a legitimate goal, then it will be understood as non-derogatory and thus overcome the presumption. If a drug were demonstrated to only work
sufficiently well for blacks, for example, and a state hospital accordingly only offered the drug to blacks, then this race-based benefit
would be understand as non-derogatory. Preferring blacks to whites
in such a case is necessary to a legitimate goal and thus overcomes the
presumption that the state is expressing a belief in the inferiority of
blacks.
The difference between progressives' and conservatives' use of
race as a legitimate proxy for information is where the presumption
lies. Progressives only grant suspicion to policies using race as a proxy
for other information when they burden blacks, such as racial profiling
by the police in particular neighborhoods. Conservatives grant suspicion for benefits as well. However, this presumption can be overcome, and stems from a concern with the expression of racial
paternalism, not a desire for the state to avoid seeing race at all.
Comparing the conservatives' take on peremptory jury strikes
with their take on racial gerrymandering illustrates the operation of
the ban on the expression of paternalism and the acceptance of the
use of race as a proxy for information in their race jurisprudence, as
well as definitively rebutting the notion that the conservatives ban the
state from ever seeing or using race. Both racial gerrymandering and
peremptory jury strikes rely on racial stereotypes. Conservatives
allow peremptory jury strikes based on race and reject racial gerrymandering. With respect to racial gerrymandering, Justice O'Connor,
in an opinion joined by Justice Kennedy, Justice Scalia, Justice
Thomas, and Chief Justice Rehnquist, wrote: "[Racial gerrymandering] reinforces the perception that members of the same racial group
...think alike .... We have rejected such perceptions elsewhere as
impermissible racial stereotypes.""11 With respect to peremptory jury
challenges, Justice Scalia argued that peremptory jury challenges
based on race are legitimate because "when that group, like all others,
109 See, e.g., R. Richard Banks, Race-Based Suspect Selection and Colorblind Equal Protection Doctrineand Discourse,48 UCLA L. REV. 1075, 1081-82, 1102 (2001) (describing the difference between a race-based suspect description versus a racial profile).
110 Shaw v. Reno, 509 U.S. 630, 647 (1993).
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has been made subject to peremptory challenge on the basis of its
group characteristic, its members have been treated not differently
but the same.''.
Peremptory jury challenges and racial gerrymandering both
employ racial stereotypes. What explains the conservatives' rejection
of the latter and acceptance of the former? The difference lies in the
social meaning of each laws' social function. The function of voting
districts is to divide society into semi-permanent political communities. The function of the peremptory strike, on the other hand, is to
eliminate an individual person from one particular case in the face of
little information. A prosecutor does not systematically strike blacks
from the jury in case after case; she strikes people on a case-by-case
basis, and in some cases, she tends to keep blacks on the jury, and in
others, she tends to keep blacks off the jury, depending on the particularities of the case.
In general, policies that require judgments about individuals, are
open to revision, and utilize information provided by the group-characteristic that is needed but not available, are understood as using the
group-characteristic as a proxy for information. For example, racebased medicine possesses each of these characteristics: it requires
doctors to decide whether or not a given individual needs a treatment;
the doctor can reform his policy choice at will; and finally, the doctor
must make the decision without full genetic information. Race is a
proxy for certain genetic tendencies-e.g., blacks are more likely to
have certain genetic codes than Caucasians. If the doctor had an individual's complete genetic code, then an individual's race would not
add any genetic information. 12
Car insurance calculated by sex is another example of a policy
that has these properties. There, the company must make a judgment
about the magnitude of the individual's accident risk and it must do so
without full information about the individual. One might label
"young men are more likely to cause an accident" a stereotype, but it
also carries true information-ie., young men are more likely than
young women to cause an accident. In this case, an easily acquired
alternative to using sex as a proxy for that information does not exist.
Similarly, many racial stereotypes, such as the notion that black men
II

Powers, 499 U.S. at 423 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
112 Risch et al., supra note 106, at 2 (finding clustering of genetic markers correlates with
the race of candidates studied).
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13
are more likely than white men to be in a black supremacist gang,
also carry true information. In Johnson v. California,the conservative
Justices approved California's practice of not assigning new prisoners
of different races into the same cell for an initial period, usually no
more than 60 days. 1 4 The California prison administration used this
initial time to review the individual prisoner's file to see if the prisoner
had any involvement with race-based gangs, as the major gangs in the
California prison system are organized on racial lines." 5 The prison
itself was not segregated by race; rather, the incoming prisoners were
simply not assigned to a cell with a member of another race due to the
probability that one, or both, would belong to a race-based gang and
thus put the other cellmate in a dangerous position.' 16 Once the
prison administration had time to analyze the individual's file, it was
no longer necessary to use race as a proxy for the likelihood of
belonging to a race-based gang, and the individuals could be assigned
based on their own revealed associations." 7 In contrast to the policy
in Johnson v. California, the conservative Justices rejected Alabama's
"wholesale [racial] segregation" of its prisons.'
While California's
policy was clearly deploying race as a proxy for relevant information-the likelihood of a prisoner belonging to a particular race-based
gang-only until it had the time to collect that information, Alabama
permanently segregated the races. This evinced no further purpose
except to keep the races apart, thus indicating they were different in a
fundamental way. Such a policy, given the social context, expresses a
belief in blacks' inferiority. As these two policies illustrate, when the
social meaning of a policy is that race is being used as proxy for other,
needed information rather than being used in a way that construes
blacks as inferior to whites, conservatives allow the use of those stereotypes as the basis of the state policy.
Peremptory jury challenges further demonstrate this distinction.
Peremptory jury challenges constitute a historical practice that has
long been understood as a practice that uses group-characteristics as
113 Johnson v. California, 543 U.S. 499, 524 (2005) (Thomas, J., dissenting) (arguing the

state should be allowed to initially and temporarily refrain from assigning new prisoners of different races to the same cell because California's prisons are infested with race-based gangs).
114 Id. at 524-28.
115 Id. at 524-28, 532.
116 Id. at 524-28 ("This process determines the inmate's ultimate housing placement and
has nothing to do with race.").
117 Id.
118 Id. at 540.
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proxy for salient information unavailable to the lawyer. For conservatives that presents an acceptable use of race. Gerrymandering, on the
other hand, has long been understood as the creation of localized,
semi-permanent sociopolitical communities. Group-characteristics
utilized in this context are understood as constitutive of sociopolitical
identities. If race is used as the predominant criterion for defining
those communities, it expresses a belief that the government understands people's sociopolitical identities to be defined fundamentally
by their race. It will not be understood as using race to identify some
further property that people of one race are more likely to possess,
such as a propensity to vote Democrat. As Justice Thomas wrote,
"The basic premises underlying our system of safe minority districts
and those behind the racial register are the same: that members of the
racial group must think alike and that their interests are so distinct
that the group must be provided a separate body of representatives in
the legislature to voice its unique point of view.".1 9 Like state-mandated school segregation, placing blacks in their own political communities marks them as inferior to the rest of the population because
such severe segregation for a normative purpose-politics-cannot be
read as a neutral exclusion.
In sum, the prison, gerrymandering, and peremptory jury cases
cleanly show that the conservative jurisprudence is not concerned with
the state merely seeing race. In the jury and temporary intake prison
policy cases, the conservatives endorse state actors being able to see
and respond to potential jurors' race. In the gerrymandering cases, in
contrast, the conservatives oppose the creation of race-based districts.
This discrepancy is not illuminated by a colorblind principle. Rather,
an analysis of the social meaning of both practices reveals one line of
cases-peremptory jury strikes and temporary prison intake-will not
be understood as expressing paternalism, while the other-cordoning
blacks into one political district or permanently segregating them in
prison-will be understood as expressing paternalistic belief in blacks'
inferiority.
3.

Conservative Jurisprudence and Affirmative Action

This Section will apply the paternalism paradigm to one of the
most hotly disputed areas of post-Civil Rights Era equal protection
law: affirmative action policies. In her Hopwood analysis, Professor
119 Holder v. Hall, 512 U.S. 874, 906 (1994) (Thomas, J., concurring).
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Siegel claimed that conservatives reject affirmative action in schools
because race is merely ancestry and thus provides no reason for a
school to desire certain races.12 0 As covered, the Hopwood opinion
actually stated that, while race could be used as a proxy for other
characteristics, administrative convenience was insufficient justification for doing so.' 2 1 In other words, assigning a benefit such as school
admissions will presumptively express a belief in black inferiority, and
the burden is on the state to show otherwise. The school must demonstrate it needed to use race as a proxy for other characteristics to
achieve a legitimate government purpose, and that its use of race as a
proxy was publicly clear.
Some progressive theorists have justified giving benefits such as
school admissions to blacks on the grounds that being black is being
used as a proxy for a meritorious characteristic. 122 Professor Aleinokoff, for example, quotes Professor Kennedy's description of the
diversity among blacks, and then responds, "Kennedy's description of
the complexity of racial experience in the United States is surely correct. Furthermore, the claim that there is a distinctive black voice
seems to ignore the fact that majority and non-majority cultures have
been forged together, each influencing and responding to the
other. ' 123 But, he continues, "Nonmajority perspectives have an
important role to play in the uncovering and critiquing of the domi124
nant culture's assumptions and explanations about domination.
Conservatives do not deny this conception. Blacks, generally,
experience race in a manner that whites do not. Indeed, as covered,
120 Siegel, Discriminationin the Eyes of the Law, supra note 1, at 91-92, 100 n.83 (summarizing the formal-race discourse as a view that treats race as devoid of any socially relevant
content and citing authority that describes race as a vast group of people loosely bound by
ancestry).
121 Hopwood v. Texas, 78 F.3d 932, 946, 947 n.31 (5th Cir. 1996), overruled by Grutter v.
Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306 (2003).
122 See, e.g., Metro Broad., Inc. v. FCC, 497 U.S. 547, 555 (1990) (accepting the FCC's
argument that a black station owner would be more likely to promote a diversity of viewpoints
than would a white owner), overruled by Adarand Constructors, Inc. v. Pena, 515 U.S. 200
(1995). Other anti-subordination theorists agree with conservatives that the affirmative action
cases presented to the Court were viewed by the Court not as cases involving the use of race as a
proxy for information, but as cases involving other Constitutional issues. See, e.g., Jed
Rubenfeld, The Anti-Antidiscrimination Agenda, 111 YALE L.J. 1141, 1144 (2002); Owen Fiss,
Another Equality, ISSUES IN LEGAL SCHOLARSHIP, 2004, http:lwww.bepress.comlils/iss2/art2O

[hereinafter Fiss, Another Equality].
123 T. Alexander Aleinikoff, A Case for Race-Consciousness, 91 COLUM. L. REV. 1060,

1086, 1093 (1991).
124 Id.
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conservatives endorse the use of race-based peremptory challenges
for picking juries 125 and race as a proxy for the likelihood of being in
certain race-based gangs in prisons. 26 In both situations, the conservatives acknowledge that being black means one is more likely to have
certain sympathies, particularly certain racial sympathies, as well as
particular views and experiences. 27 Blacks do not have one culture,
but they are generally more likely to have certain outlooks, and, on
the issue of race itself, have a different experience than whites, which
will tend to lead to a different set of beliefs and understandings.
Professor Aleinikoff argues "that dominant white society would
come to understand itself better by seeing itself through the eyes of a
diverse range of non-majority members ....
Considering society
from various well-chosen angles, including black angles, does benefit a
person's understanding of society. The function of each institution in
society is not the acquisition of knowledge, however. Nor can every
black person's perspective enlighten. Aleinikoff's own example demonstrates this: "[A] number of leading [constitutional law] texts make
no mention of the fact that crucial to the early conflict over the scope
of the commerce power was the explosive question of Congress's
power to regulate the internal slave trade. This recognition immediately puts the constitutional debate in a different light ....
Aleinikoff's assertion is that black scholars will bring such omissions
to light. Clearly, a white person can produce scholarship on the slave
trade's role in developing the Commerce Clause, and a black person
can undertake Commerce Clause scholarship without incorporating
the slave trade; therefore, Aleinikoff's claim must be only that a black
person is more likely to bring such information to light.

125 Powers v. Ohio, 499 U.S. 400, 417 (1991) (Scalia, J., joined by Rehnquist, C.J.,
dissenting).
126 Johnson v. California, 543 U.S. 499, 524 (2005) (Thomas, J., dissenting).
127 See, e.g., id. at 535 (finding it was acceptable for prison administrators to use race as a
proxy for likelihood of joining or being a target of a race-based gang because "prison administrators use race as a factor in making initial housing assignments 'solely on the basis of [its] potential implications for prison security,' the CDC's cell assignment practice is neutral" (quoting
Thornburgh v. Abbott, 490 U.S. 401, 415 (1989))); Powers, 499 U.S. at 424 (Scalia, J., dissenting)
("[A] peremptory strike on the basis of group membership implies nothing more than the undeniable reality (upon which the peremptory strike system is largely based) that all groups tend to
have particular sympathies ....
).
128 Aleinikoff, supra note 123, at 1094.
129 Id. at 1087.
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Justice O'Connor's majority opinion in Grutter, joined by the
progressive justices, approving of law school affirmative action,
asserted the same understanding, writing that the program was not
premised on the belief that "minority students always (or even consistently) express some characteristic minority viewpoint on any
issue. ''113 Rather, "just as growing up in a particular region or having
particular professional experiences is likely to affect an individual's
views, so too is one's own, unique experience of being a racial minor3
ity in a society" likely to influence one's view.1 '
The disagreement between progressives and conservatives, then,
neither stems from whether or not blacks are more likely than whites
to, for example, feel sympathy for a black defendant when on a jury,
nor from whether the state can ever use that information. The disagreement arises over the social meaning of laws, and whether the state
can express paternalistic social meanings toward blacks. Societal institutions like colleges, law schools, and construction firms have functions, and embedded in those functions are social meanings. The
affirmative action cases before the Court have occurred in different
institutions, each with their own function and social meaning. Each
institution, however, distributes goods on the basis of merit. The
progressives' perspectives argument does not exempt blacks from that
understanding. It purports that being black is a proxy for something
meritorious.
In Metro Broadcasting,Inc.v. FCC, Congress desired "diversity of
broadcast viewpoint[s]" and, the FCC claimed that black owners were
more likely to produce that result than white owners.3 2 In Metro
Broadcasting, however, the dissent demonstrated that race was not
being used as a proxy for the likelihood that an individual would bring
diversity in programming.' 33 The FCC could have looked at the past
programming and work experience of the individual owners and easily
3
seen which owners, if any, promoted diversity in programming.1 1 If
better proxies exist for one's stated goals and one instead uses, as in
this case, the extremely imprecise and flabby proxy of race, then one's
130

Grutter v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306, 333 (2003) (quoting Brief for Respondents at 30,

Grutter v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306 (2003) (No. 02-241)).
131 Id. (emphasis added).
132 Metro Broad., Inc. v. FCC, 497 U.S. 547, 554 (1990), overruled by Adarand Constructors, Inc. v. Pena, 515 U.S. 200 (1995).
133 Id. at 615-30 (O'Connor, J., dissenting).
134 Id. at 615.
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purported justification does not pass muster under strict scrutinyprecisely because the social meaning will not be using race as a proxy
for further information.
In law school, given the information available to the law schoolthe student's socioeconomic background, her entire work history and
extracurricular activities, her subject of study in school, her personal
statement expressing who she is and why she wishes to attend law
school, and her recommendations from employers or professors-race
is an extremely marginal proxy for viewpoint, if it provides any additional information at all. If a person's racially caused diverse perspective has failed to show itself in any of his life choices, activities,
actions, beliefs, choices of study, or socioeconomic background, then
one appears to be making a long-shot bet that she actually has a
diverse perspective hidden beneath her revealed choices. By the time
a person reaches college, and even more so law school, she has
revealed a great deal about who she is, and so the need to use race as
a proxy for different perspective is not readily apparent. This can be
directly contrasted to the California prison administration's use of
race, of which conservatives approved. The California prison administration, unlike Michigan Law School, the school involved in the
Court's affirmative action case, did not have months to analyze comprehensive files before assigning prisoners a temporary cell.
In Grutter, Chief Justice Rehnquist detailed quite clearly how
Michigan Law School, year after year, offered favored minorities
admission slots in the percentage that they applied. Namely, if blacks
made up 9.4 percent of the applicant pool, they received close to 9.4
percent of the offered admission spots.'35 This held true for all of the
minorities the school desired (blacks, Hispanics, and Native American
Indians) even though the different minority groups composed very
different percentages of the applicant pool. This number fixing demonstrates that the law school was simply admitting minorities in the
percentage that their racial/ethnic group applied rather than using
race as a proxy for some other characteristic.
We can imagine, however, another law school that did wish to use
race as information. First, one would need to answer why one desires
viewpoint diversity in a law school. Alienokoff argued, for example,
that black students are more likely to see the law in a relevant but
135

Grutter, 539 U.S. at 378-87 (Rehnquist, C.J., dissenting).
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missed light.'36 This, obviously, requires knowledge, skill, and insight,
and so sets a high floor for the relevance of race. The average black
student, like the average white student, will not offer a missed understanding of a legal issue, and so admitting an average black student
will not serve this goal. More centrally, a school would have to
demonstrate that other available information does not serve as a better indicator of this capacity. Political orientation and ideology, for
example, seem like better indicators for "seeing the law differently"
than race, and a demonstrated interest pre-law school in AfricanAmerican studies seems like a better proxy for "seeing the law for
how it affects blacks" than race. As progressives acknowledged, just
because one is black does not mean one is interested in studying
blackness.'3 7 Finally, socioeconomic status seems to be a better proxy
for seeing the law from the perspective of the oppressed. Presumably,
an upper middle class black has a much lower likelihood than a white
person from rural Appalachia of seeing the law from an oppressed
perspective.
Race appears most likely to be relevant for diversity analysis at a
school when a long list of other factors is held constant, and the school
cannot reasonably collect any more information on the applicants.
But, on the conservative account, the burden is on the school to
demonstrate this use. Notice such a scheme does not resemble affirmative action programs as society knows them. In this program, race is
rarely used in the decision, and when it is used, it is used as a marginal
piece of information. The reason for this is empirical. Once one controls for parents' wealth and income, neighborhood, political party,
sex, schools attended, work experience, extracurricular activities,
important life experiences, test scores, choice of study, etc.-all information easily available to law schools-it seems unlikely that race
provides a great deal of additional information, if any, about one's
viewpoint on the law and practicing law. Claims to the contrary are
thus far unsupported by empirical evidence, and accordingly, as Justice Scalia put it, "a sham to cover a scheme of racially proportionate
admissions."' 38
136 Aleinikoff, supra note 123; see also Grutter, 539 U.S. at 346 (Scalia, J., concurring in
part, dissenting in part).
137 Grutter, 539 U.S. at 333 (majority opinion) (explaining that a person's race does not
mean the person will find a legal meaning different from a person of a different race).
138 Id. at 346 (Scalia, J., concurring in part, dissenting in part).
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Another argument in Grutter did not come from the legal benefit
of divergent perspectives; it argued for a more general cross-racial
understanding. This can be construed as a merit position; namely,
blacks provide a valuable service to the law school: educating whites
about blacks. This ceases to use race as a proxy for something meritorious, and claims blackness itself is valuable.
Conservatives do not oppose the idea that blackness itself is valuable in certain contexts. If, for example, a federal law enforcement
agency needed to send an agent undercover into a black supremacist
gang, then the agent would have to be black. Because of the necessity
of blackness to the goal, and the compelling nature of the goal, it is
clear that the social meaning is not that blacks are handicapped.
Accordingly, such a policy would pass strict scrutiny on the conservative account.
In the case of the law school, the blackness is needed not to create false camaraderie with a black supremacist in order to infiltrate a
gang, but to demonstrate to whites that blacks do not possess certain
stereotypes. The program in Grutter did not make any attempt to
determine whether or not the blacks that they admitted possessed the
previously held stereotypes they ascertained white students subscribing to, and as mentioned above, since one common stereotype about
blacks is their lack of academic ability, admitting lower scoring blacks
almost certainly confirms that stereotype. Second, many policies
more effective at serving the same purpose at a lower cost were
vetoed in favor of this program, casting great doubt on the notion that
the plan's actual purpose was to educate whites about blacks.
Even more significantly, the purpose of a law school is to provide
legal education; it is not to provide basic socialization classes. 139 The
purpose of a law school is to educate students on how to practice and
understand the law, and to produce scholarship on the law. The law
school's purpose is not to teach students generic, if important, life lessons. Blacks' desirability is justified by the need to teach whites a
social lesson. On this account, blacks are at the school for a reason
unrelated to the entire purpose of teaching students to be lawyers and
139 Id. at 347 ("The 'educational benefit' that the University of Michigan seeks to achieve
by racial discrimination consists, according to the Court, of 'cross-racial understanding' ....This
is not, of course, an 'educational benefit' on which students will be graded on their law school
transcript (Works and Plays Well with Others: B+) or tested by the bar examiners (Q: Describe
in 500 words or less your cross-racial understanding). For it is a lesson of life rather than law
.
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legal scholars. Unlike the whites at the school, the blacks are desired
for a reason that has nothing to do with the law. Whites are at the law
school to learn the law and how to become lawyers, and picked
accordingly (by their LSAT, GPA, activities, recommendations, personal statements, etc.); blacks are at the law school to teach whites
how to treat and see blacks. This sends the message that blacks are
inferior potential lawyers, and, but for their use in providing a social
education to whites, would not have a place at the institution. On the
conservative account, it is impermissible for the state to send such an
expression.
In conclusion, the affirmative action programs that have come
before the Court have not offered a convincing, legitimate account of
their using race as a proxy for information. In the one program that
claimed to be operating in such a fashion, the Court essentially took
the school's word for it. As the conservatives' legal presumption
requires the government to demonstrate that either the program will
have a social meaning of using race as a proxy for information, or that
race itself is being used in a capacity necessary to achieve a legitimate
government purpose, this omission resulted in conservatives rejecting
the programs. However, as covered, the conservative jurisprudence
does not, as claimed by the colorblind interpretation, reject all uses of
race. Rather, it rejects only those that express racial paternalism.
The next Part of this Article will assume that it has been successfully established that the conservative jurisprudence is better understood as banning racial paternalism than as endorsing a colorblind
rule. As covered, the colorblind rule, unlike the paternalism account,
fails to explain why conservatives endorsed the use of race in the
prison intake case and the peremptory jury challenge cases. The next
Part will respond to the progressive critiques-rather than the progressive understanding-of the conservative doctrine. It will detail
how this new interpretation of the doctrine as proscribing racial paternalism better answers progressive concerns than the prevailing colorblind interpretation.
II.

A

DEFENSE OF THE BAN ON RACIAL PATERNALISM

This Part, working within this alternative interpretation of the
post-civil rights equal protection jurisprudence, will defend the conservatives' post-civil rights approach to race against progressive scholars' critiques. Detailing the symmetry of the conservative
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jurisprudence on race and the progressive jurisprudence on sex
reveals that the normative differences between the two groups may
not be as deep as originally thought. This Part will show that the ban
on racial paternalism approach to racial jurisprudence can better
respond to progressives' objections than the colorblind position traditionally ascribed to the conservatives.140
In defense of the conservative jurisprudence, this Part will first
examine the history of racial paternalism in the United States from
the slavery era to the present. This pernicious history offers a compelling reason to proscribe the state from acting paternalistically. Second, the Article will turn directly to the progressive scholars' two
main critiques of the conservative position: (1) the conservative jurisprudence's failure to protect black culture, and (2) its failure to end
racial subordination. In addressing these critiques, it will become
apparent that this new interpretation of the conservative jurisprudence responds much better to progressive concerns than the traditional understanding of the conservative jurisprudence. Thus, it calls
for progressive critics to reengage the conservative jurisprudence on
new terms.
A.

The History of Racial Paternalism

Although progressives introduced the ban on paternalism to the
equal protection jurisprudence in the context of sex-based laws, they
have dismissed it as irrelevant in the context of race. Whenever a law
burdens whites or benefits blacks, progressives presume the law is
legitimate, and that the law therefore should only have to undergo the
test all laws do: the rational-basis test. As noted elsewhere in this
Article, conservatives, in contrast, assume laws burdening whites or
benefiting blacks express racial paternalism, and should therefore
have to undergo strict scrutiny. This does not mean every act or law
benefiting a black person expresses paternalism-conservatives
clearly allow the state to remediate identifiable acts of discrimination
because the social meaning of such remediation is rehabilitation, not
black inferiority. If a public agency such as a school specifically discriminates against blacks, it can then award blacks benefits to compensate for the harms it caused.
140

See, e.g., Girardeau A. Spann, Conservative and Progressive Legal Orders:Just Do It, 67
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The conservatives implement this assumption for the same reason
progressives applied the principle to women: the country has a long,
invidious history of using paternalism to subordinate blacks. Prejudicial animus worked with and alongside paternalistic ideologies to
subordinate blacks; resultantly, the Equal Protection Clause should
protect against both.
The leading sociological study of paternalism as a tool of subordination explains that paternalism's appeal is multifold: if a dominant
group can convince a subordinate group to sign on to its paternalistic
ideology, the dominant group avoids conflict while continuing to put
itself in a position of moral superiority; it also enables the dominant
group to "define their discriminatory actions as benevolent" and act
with "a satisfying feeling of benevolence.""14 The study further
explains:
The everyday practice of discrimination does not require feelings of
hostility, and, indeed, it is not at all difficult to have fond regard for
those whom we subordinate, especially when the subject of our domination accedes to the relationship compliantly .... But the agenda for
dominant groups is to create an ideological cocoon whereby they can
define their discriminatory actions as benevolent .... With affection
comes the ability of those in command to shape the needs and aspirations of subordinates and to portray discriminatory arrangements as
being in the best interests of all concerned. 42
As the dominant group defines what the subordinate group
needs, "the dominant group does not grant that subordinates may at
times have a superior understanding of the interests of dominantgroup members" and this "carries with it a tacit status-ranking of the
two groups. ' 143 As part of the paternalistic system, the dominant
group will frequently characterize the subordinate group as culturally
inferior and in need of the dominant group's assistance to acquire the
superior culture and moral habits. 144 In the mid-1800s, for example,
pro-slavery whites characterized blacks as culturally deficient as fre141 MARY

R.

JACKMAN, THE VELVET GLOVE: PATERNALISM AND CONFLICT IN GENDER,

CLASS AND RACE RELATIONS
142
143

Id. at 10, 14, 15.
Id. at 14.

144 Id. at 319.

15 (2d prtg. 1996).
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quently as they characterized them as biologically deficient. 145 The
cultural characterization fits well with the paternalistic system because
it allows whites to act benevolently-taking on the duty of educating
blacks-while still maintaining their moral and cultural superiority.
Racial paternalism in America arose with slavery. Plantation
owners' use of paternalism to minimize conflict and revolt is well-documented. 14 6 Owners provided the slaves with stability-protecting
slaves from outside violence, and providing clothes, food, and healthcare-in a fashion designed to express affection and kindness, and in
return slaves were less likely to revolt or run away. One scholar
examined how "paternalism functioned as a non-violent method of
social control of the slaves' conduct" and found, for example, that
"the distribution of provisions and clothing from the owners to the
slaves symbolized mutual dependence, as well as the possession of status, power and control by the owner."' 47 Another scholar studied
southern plantations and concluded that slave owners used paternalism to maintain control over blacks, using "kindness, consideration,
affection and sympathy to achieve faithful behavior from their
1 48

slaves."'

Additionally, "paternalism was used by [slave] owners to rationalize the contradictions between Christianity and slavery. ' 149 By construing themselves as enlightening blacks to a superior religion and
fundamental truth, Christians could see blacks' subordination as justified by their childlike, underdeveloped state. Until blacks-through a
long process of education and exposure-learned the white, Christian
ways, they needed whites to look after them and teach them how to
145 Id.
146 See, e.g., LEE J. ALSTON & JOSEPH P. FERRIE, SOUTHERN PATERNALISM AND THE
AMERICAN WELFARE STATE: ECONOMICS, POLITICS, AND INSTITUTIONS IN THE SOUTH,

1965 (1999);

EUGENE

D.

1865-

GENOVESE, IN RED AND BLACK: MARXIAN EXPLORATIONS IN SOUTH-

ERN AND AFRO-AMERICAN HISTORY 187, 280 (1968); EUGENE D. GENOVESE, ROLL, JORDAN,
ROLL: THE WORLD THE SLAVES MADE 5-6 (Vintage Books 1976) (1974); Thomas J. Durant, The

Slave Plantation Revisited: A Sociological Perspective, in PLANTATION SOCIETY AND RACE
RELATIONS: THE ORIGINS OF INEQUALITY 5-7, 12 (Thomas J. Durant, Jr. & J. David Knottnerus
eds., 1999).

147 Durant, supra note 146, at 12.

148 Ronald L.F. Davis, The Plantation Lifeworld of the Old Natchez District: 1840-1880, in
supra note 146, at
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149 Rupe Simms, The Social Influence of PlantationReligion Among Anglo-American Colonists and African Slaves, in PLANTATION SOCIETY AND RACE RELATIONS: THE ORIGINS OF INEQUALITY, supra note 146, at 57.
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follow the proper moral code. This paternalistic reconciliation of the
subordination of blacks and Christianity's construction of all men as
equal had its origins in pre-revolutionary America. During the First
Great Awakening, a few evangelicals used this paternalistic construal
of blacks to argue that the slaves could remain slaves, but they should
receive an education and learn Christianity to start the process of
becoming civilized, God-loving people. 5 '
Paternalism worked on the plantation alongside the harsher degradation of blacks. The former produced racist images such as Sambo,
the friendly, grinning, unintelligent, childlike black, and the latter produced the racist image of blacks as savages. 5' Life on the plantation
reflected both these facets. Christmas served as a shining example of
plantation paternalism, as owners typically gave slaves three to five
days off from work,' and threw large parties with spreads of good
food and liquor, sometimes even inside the owner's mansion.' 5 3 Owners also provided presents for the slaves in the form of clothes,154money,
handkerchiefs, tobacco, hats, and other similarly sized items.
The slave owners' paternalism explained why some slaves experienced genuine attachment and affection for their owners despite the
oppressive conditions of their relationship. 55 Some slaves expressed
anger and sadness when their masters-described by the slaves as
"my" whites-were killed in the Civil War. 156 Many of Thomas Jefferson's slaves, for example, spoke very highly of him long after his
death. One characterized Jefferson as a "master we all loved" who

150 Alan Gallay, The Origins of Slaveholders' Paternalism:George Whitefield, the Bryan
Family, and the Great Awakening in the South, 53 J. S. HIST. 369, 380-84 (1987).
151 JACKMAN, supra note 141, at 310.
152 Shauna Bigham & Robert E. May, The Time O' All Times? Masters, Slaves, and Christmas in the Old South, 18 J. EARLY REPUBLIC 263, 278 (1998).
153 Id. at 279-71.
154 Id. at 271.

155 Norman R. Yetman, Ex-Slave Interviews and the Historiographyof Slavery, 36 AM. Q.
181, 182 (1984) (stating that some ex-slaves described their relationship with their masters as
intimate and benevolent).
156 LEON F. LITWACK, BEEN IN THE STORM So LONG: THE AFTERMATH OF SLAVERY 7, 9
(3d prtg. 1981).
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was "kind and indulgent;"' 157 another described him as "uniformly
158
kind to all about him.
The ideology thus caused slave owners to act, at times, for the
benefit of slaves. Right before the Civil War, for example, a group of
plantation owners opposed legislation that would prohibit free blacks
from practicing their trade, writing that blacks were "a class of our
inhabitants who ought to be objects of our care and protection" and
whites must "refrain from oppressing the weak and unresisting." ' 59
After the Civil War, paternalism shifted with the demise of the
institution of slavery, but it continued on as an ideology of racial
oppression in both the North and the South. 6 ° The ideology came in
many forms, the kindest of which stated that blacks, like children,
would become equal to whites with enough education and guidance.
The harshest form characterized blacks as permanently incapable of
arising from their childlike state. 6 ' Feelings of paternalism continued
to motivate whites to provide blacks with certain benefits. On the
Southern plantations, whites provided blacks with protection from
racial violence and other goods so blacks would remain "good and
faithful" workers on the plantation. 162 Paternalistic whites started
schools designed to teach blacks and bring them up out of their
degraded states. 163 The Augusta Chronicle referred to such a school
with praise, writing, "It will be greatly to the negro's advantage that
those who best know him and his wants should teach him; and it is
much better for the white people that the negro should find his
157 Lucia Stanton, The Other End of the Telescope: Jefferson Through the Eyes of His
Slaves, 57 WM. & MARY 0. 139, 145 (2000) (quoting Peter Fossett, NEW YORK WORLD, Jan. 30,

1898).
158 Id.

at 142 (quoting

MADISON HEMINGS, THE MEMOIRS

OF MADISON HEMINGS,

reprinted in ANNETTE GORDON-REED, THOMAS JEFFERSON AND SALLY HEMINGS: AN AMERICAN CONTROVERSY, 245-48 (1997)).

159 Jeffrey R. Young, Ideology and Death on a Savannah River Rice Plantation, 1833-186 7:
Paternalism Amidst "A Good Supply of Disease and Pain," 59 J. S. HIST. 673, 696 n.91 (1993)
(citation omitted).
160 See generally JOEL WILLIAMSON, THE CRUCIBLE OF RACE: BLACK-WHITE RELATIONS
IN THE AMERICAN SOUTH SINCE EMANCIPATION (1984) (detailing the paternalism of southern
and northern whites).

161Guion Griffis Johnson, Southern Paternalism Toward Negroes After Emancipation, 23 J.
S. HIST. 483, 486 (1957).
162 ALSTON & FERRIE, supra note 146, at 12.

163 See, e.g., Howard Jacob Karger, Phyllis Wheatley House: A History of the Minneapolis
Black Settlement House, 1924 to 1940, 47 PHYLON 79 (1986) (detailing the establishment of a
black "settlement house" with four departments: recreation, education, music, and dramatics).
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teacher in the superior race in whose midst he lives. '' t6 Religious missionaries, similarly, sought to bring blacks into their165churches in order
that the blacks learn the superior way to worship.
Paternalism as an ideology of racial oppression continued
through the 20th century 166 and persists today. A sociological study in
1994 showed 40 percent of whites still have paternalistic stances
toward blacks. 167 As paternalism almost always results in the transfer
of goods and services from whites to blacks and carries with it a
benevolent motivation, its perniciousness is not as severe as the outright hostility and racial violence that also occurred throughout American history. However, it still functions as an ideology of oppression
and its more benign status, deriving from its offer of benefits at the
same time it demeans, makes it more difficult to eradicate from society. 168 In the late 19th century, for example, some blacks campaigned
against white-run churches and schools that welcomed and even
sought out blacks because of the paternalism attached to the offer,
while others accepted the paternalism as the price of receiving an education. 69 Although racial paternalism is benevolently motivated, it
assumes and expresses the cultural and moral superiority of whites
even in its kindest forms.
All benefits provided to a group do not express paternalism; one
must assess the social meaning of those benefits, a meaning that arises
from the relevant social context. The federal government offered benefits to former slaves after the Civil War, for example, and it did so as
an (incomplete) remedy for the horrific wrongs the former slaves had
endured. The restitution of an identifiable wrong is clearly a permissi164 Glenn T. Eskew, Black Elitism and the Failure of Paternalism in Postbellum Georgia:
The Case of Bishop Lucius Henry Holsey, 58 J. S. HIST. 637, 651 (1992) (quoting AUGUSTA
CHRONICLE, Mar. 6, 1883, at 4).

H. SHATrUCK, JR., EPISCOPALIANS AND RACE: CIVIL WAR TO CIVIL
RIGHTS 14-16 (2000) (discussing paternalistic integration of the church in order to better
improve the character of blacks).
165 GARDINER

166 See, e.g., ALSTON & FERRIE, supra note 146; Paul Street, The Logic and Limits of

"Plant Loyalty": Black Workers, White Labor, and Corporate Racial Paternalism in Chicago's
Stockyards, 1916-1940, 29 J. Soc. HIST. 659 (1996); John Brueggemann, The Power and Collapse
of Paternalism: The Ford Motor Company and Black Workers, 1937-1941, 47 Soc. PROBS. 220
(2000) (tracing how paternalism was used as an ideology to maintain inequality of black workers); Karger, supra note 163.
167 JACKMAN, supra note 141, at 381.
168 Id.
169 Adolph H. Grundman, Northern Baptists and the Founding of Virginia Union University: The Perils of Paternalism, 63 J. NEGRO HIST. 26, 31 (1978).
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ble meaning of a race-based law. The benefits in the Freedmen's
Bureau Act of 1865 were offered to freedmen and white refugees,
who were equally destitute. The biracial nature of the grant further
dispels the possibility that the benefits were offered paternalistically
to blacks. 7 ' Similarly, the Freedmen's Bank was established for the
exclusive use of former slaves, not all blacks.'7 1 In another example of
remediation of an identifiable act of discrimination, the Freedmen's
Bureau provided education
for blacks when southern states only pro172
whites.
for
it
vided
During Reconstruction and for most of the 20th century, southern states in particular applied the law so discriminately that one
would not presume blacks received benefits out of paternalism.
Rather, the rebuttable assumption would be the law stepped in to
remediate an identifiable act of discrimination, a purpose that conservatives continue to find permissible under their equal protection
analysis because of its acceptable social meaning. 173 In the post-Civil
Rights Era, states' discriminatory acts are few and far between; as a
result, the state offering blacks benefits is no longer presumptively
understood as remediation. Instead, it is presumptively understood as
an expression of racial paternalism. Only by overcoming strict scrutiny can an actor prove her act or law expresses some other social
meaning.
B.

Progressive Critiques of the Conservative Jurisprudence

Having addressed the pernicious history of racial paternalism,
and, accordingly, the conservatives' reason for banning it, this Article
will now turn to the two major progressive critiques of the conservative jurisprudence.
170

Paul Moreno, Racial Classifications and Reconstruction Legislation, 61 J. S.HIsT. 271,

277 (1995).
171 Id. at 278.
172 Id. at 290-91.
173 See, e.g., Metro Broad., Inc. v. FCC, 497 U.S. 547, 611 (1990) (O'Connor, J., dissenting,
with Rehnquist, C.J., and Scalia and Kennedy, JJ., joining) ("[W]e have repeatedly recognized
that the Government possesses a compelling interest in remedying the effects of identified race
discrimination."), overruled by Adarand Constructors, Inc. v. Pena, 515 U.S. 200 (1995); Richmond v. J.A. Croson Co., 488 U.S. 469, 499-500 (1989) ("[A]n amorphous claim that there has
been past discrimination in a particular industry cannot justify the use of an unyielding racial
quota .... The District Court accorded great weight to the fact that the city council designated
the Plan as 'remedial.' But the mere recitation of a 'benign' or legitimate purpose for a racial
classification is entitled to little or no weight.").
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1. The Failure to Protect Black Culture
The first major critique of the conservative jurisprudence comes
from progressive cultural theorists, who argue that the conservative
jurisprudence is insufficiently concerned with blacks' cultural inheritance and social experience. 174 This Section will analyze that claim in
light of this new interpretation of the conservative jurisprudence as a
ban on racial paternalism. First, it will briefly explain the progressive
critique as centering on conservatives' alleged failure to protect black
culture. Second, it will argue that the progressive position, which
seeks for the state to recognize and protect black culture, causes distinct social harms to blacks. As blacks have diverse views of blackness
and diverse cultural characteristics, the progressive position results in
the state endorsing normative views about blacks that are rejected by
many, if not most, blacks. This perpetuates often pernicious stereotypes, as well as reducing blacks' autonomy to define themselves, and
in so doing, treats blacks paternalistically. Third, the state recognizing
and protecting black culture normatively segregates blacks from
whites, and thus implicitly construes blacks as normatively inferior to
whites. These critical flaws mean that black culture-in its full multiplicities-cannot flourish under a progressive interpretation of equal
protection, despite the intentions of the theorists.
a. Progressive Concern for Black Culture
Progressive cultural theorists criticize conservatives for failing to
sufficiently protect black culture under the Equal Protection Clause.
Professor Gotanda, for example, criticizes conservative jurisprudence
for "ignor[ing] this ordinary lived experience of race as a highly
charged concept with complex historical and social implications.' ' 7 5
As discussed earlier, conservative jurisprudence is directly motivated
by the historical and social implications of race-specifically, the long
history of the state treating blacks paternalistically, and the ability of
blacks to live in a society free from the government's paternalism.
This response does not address culture-race theorists' main concern, however, which is with the preservation of black culture. Culture theorists believe that the scope of racial legal protection should
extend to black cultural practices because without state intervention
we will witness the "cultural genocide" of blacks and the triumph of
174
175

See infra notes 244-55 and accompanying text.
Gotanda. supra note 88, at 7.
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"white hegemony."' 7 6 Facially neutral laws, consciously unaware of
race, on this account, are not neutral at all, but rather "white
norms."' 77 In Washington v. Davis, for example, two black applicants
for the police department claimed that the police department's reading test discriminated against blacks in violation of the Equal Protection Clause because a higher portion of blacks failed the test than
whites.' 78 The Court held that the reading test was not illegitimate
merely because whites passed it in higher numbers. Progressives have
criticized this decision because it ruled that the Equal Protection
Clause does not protect social traits-such as, in this case, the ability
to score high on a reading test-that are merely associated with black
people. 79 Progressives propose, in the alternative, that if "government conduct . . . conveys a symbolic message to which the culture
attaches racial significance," then the conduct should be found presumptively invalid.1i 0 In other words, the Court should have asked,
will the larger culture understand the ability to pass the police department's reading tests as a white characteristic? If so, then a government entity using such a test should be presumptively invalid under
the equal protection clause. t8'
Progressives frequently refer to Rogers v. American Airlines 82 to
illustrate their position.8 3 Rogers was a flight attendant who sued
American Airlines for prohibiting her from wearing cornrows at work,
claiming that such a policy discriminated against black women. The
district court rejected Rogers' claim, a decision progressives fault for
176 Id. at 60; see also Joan Mahony, The Black Baby Doll: Transracial Adoption and Cultural Preservation, 59 UMKC L. REV. 487, 501 n.85 (1991) (discussing claims that whites adopting black children destroys black culture).
177 Gary Peller, Race Consciousness, 1990 DUKE L.J. 758, 807; see also PATRICIA WILLIAMS, THE ROOSTER'S EGG: ON THE PERSISTENCE OF PREJUDICE 107 (1995); Beverly Moran &
William Whitford, A Black Critique of the Internal Revenue Code, 1996 Wis. L. REV. 751, 751-52.

178 Washington v. Davis, 426 U.S. 229, 242-45 (1976).
179 Charles R. Lawrence, III, The Id, the Ego, and Equal Protection: Reckoning with
Unconscious Racism, 39 STAN. L. REV. 317 (1987) (criticizing, generally, the Washington v. Davis

decision and the doctrine it has spawned); Rakoff, supra note 5, at 84; David A. Sklansky, Essay,
Cocaine, Race and Equal Protection, 47 STAN. L. REV. 1283, 1313 (1995).
180 Lawrence, supra note 179, at 355-56; see also Rakoff, supra note 5, at 97-98.

181 Lawrence, supra note 179, at 355-56.
182 527 F. Supp. 229 (S.D.N.Y. 1981).
183 Paulette M. Caldwell, A Hair Piece: Perspectives on the Intersections of Race and Gender, 1991 DUKE L.J. 365, 366-67; Michelle L. Turner, The Braided Uproar: A Defense of My
Sister's Hair and a Contemporary Indictment of Rogers v. American Airlines, 7 CARDOZO
WOMEN'S L.J. 115 (2001).
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failing to protect black culture as evinced in cornrows. 81' 4 While Rogers sued under federal statutory authority, progressives believe this
cultural protection should be afforded under the Equal185Protection
Clause in addition to federal anti-discrimination statutes.
This position assumes that there are or should be black norms
distinct from white norms, and that the judiciary should be in the business of defining and protecting that culture. The next Section will
examine how both assumptions are flawed.
b.

Diversity Among Blacks

Cultural theorists erroneously move from the greater black consciousness to the existence of black-culture.' 8 6 Blacks are more conscious of their race than whites because they have had to suffer
discrimination on the basis of their race. However even this commonality is limited: 44 percent of blacks say blacks in their community do
not experience racial discrimination."8 7 The shared threat, to the
degree that it exists, and the increased group-consciousness does not,
however, create a community with shared practices and beliefs.
Just as Asian Americans came from different countries with different languages, blacks spoke different languages and belonged to
different political orders when they were brought to America. Culture-race theorists have argued that post-1960s, a segment of the black
population "assimilated" to "white values," abandoning the historically created black authenticity.1 88 The historical record reveals the
opposite; namely, from the start of the nation, intra-black diversity has
prevented a coherent identification of black culture.
Blacks and whites have long exchanged and mixed cultural practices, thus diffusing the extent to which one cultural practice was white
and another was black. The races coalesced around various hybrid
cultures, all defined in reference to one another, and thus composed
of the same social meanings. In response to the pernicious notion that
poor urban blacks are the most authentic blacks, for example, Thomas
Caldwell, supra note 183; Turner, supra note 183.
See, e.g., Holder v. Hall, 512 U.S. 874, 957-58 (1994) (Stevens, J., separate opinion,
joined by Blackmun, J., Souter, J., Ginsburg, J.) (arguing that the Voting Rights Act should be
interpreted so as to dictate not dilute the power of the minority vote).
186 Gotanda, supra note 88, at 59 n.239.
187 ABC News/Washington Post Poll, June 12-15, 2008, available at http://www.polling
184
185

report.com/race.htm.
188 See Caldwell, supra note 183.
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Sowell documented how the culture of poor urban blacks arose out of
a Southern melting pot of poor white Southerners hailing from a lawless area of Europe and poor blacks. 189 In other words, street culture
and redneck culture arose out of one common culture.
A level of integration between whites and blacks had occurred
even in Thomas Jefferson's era, as poor whites, usually indentured servants, had children with slaves and free blacks.1 9 On a less extreme
note, free blacks and whites worked side by side and joined in social
activities, such as drinking, gambling, and worshipping.' 9 Jefferson
himself proposed that Virginia pass a miscegenation law prohibiting
free blacks from having children with whites, indicating his awareness
of the fact that interracial couples developed in the absence of regulation.1 92 Many free blacks, especially mulattoes, took up skilled crafts,
accumulated wealth, and engaged in similar dress and social activity as
whites.' 93 A number of free blacks and whites joined in culture and
community, even as the vast majority of people resisted direct
integration.' 94
Moreover, class, status, education, skill, community, environment, beliefs, and neighborhoods have segregated blacks from one
another since their arrival in America. A few blacks came to America
freely as indentured servants and lived freely after their service; others
lived in slavery for a time and then were emancipated by their masters.' 95 While some blacks lived in the North, most lived in the South.
But even for those in Southern slavery, experiences varied widely
depending on one's skills, whether one lived in a rural or urban environment, and, even more specifically, one's master.'9 6 In the early
1800s, 15 percent of slaves in urban Charleston, for example, lived
away from their masters, seeing their master only once a week to give
189

See generally

THOMAS SOWELL, BLACK REDNECKS AND WHITE LIBERALS (2005).

190 IRA BERLIN, MANY THOUSANDS GONE: THE FIRST Two CENTURIES OF SLAVERY IN
NORTH AMERICA
191 CHARLES

47-51 (1998).
C.

BOLTON,

POOR WHITES OF THE ANTEBELLUM

SOUTH: TENANTS AND

LABORERS IN CENTRAL NORTH CAROLINA AND NORTHEAST MISSISSIPPI 184 (1994).

192 Conor Cruise O'Brien, Thomas Jefferson: Radical and Racist, THE ATLANTIC, Oct.

1996, at 53.
193 Jason Poole, On Borrowed Ground: Free African-American Life in Charleston, South
Carolina 1810-61, 36 ESSAYS IN HIST. 1, 15-16 (1994), available at http://etext.lib.virginia.edu/

journals/EH/EH36/poole1.html.
194 BOLTON, supra note 191; SOWELL, supra note 189; Poole, supra note 193.
195 See, e.g., BERLIN, supra note 190, at 39-40.
196 Id.
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their masters the wages they had earned during the week. 97 This is in
sharp contrast to low country plantation slaves who lived on plantations under the master's constant eye. Even within the rural South,
cultural differences arose. Professor Philip Morgan, for example,
detailed the systematic cultural differences between the slave communities in 18th century South Carolina and 18th century Virginia.19 8
These intra-race divisions have divided whites and have prohibited the coherence of a white-culture. However, cultural theorists
asymmetrically assume that the divisions do not prohibit a coherent
black-culture. Blacks have inherited personal histories and cultures as
divergent as those of whites and Asians, without any concrete overlapping thread. A common history of racial oppression becomes real
through substantial differences in perceptive worldview, alternatively
manifesting itself in blindness, anger, ridicule, and serene calmness
based on how blacks saw themselves in the world. There are traditions of black conservatives, militants, stoics, cynics, believers, intellectuals, and comedians. Blacks, as one would expect from whites
facing a common threat, had widely divergent responses to white
prejudice; groups of blacks vehemently opposed and critiqued other
groups of blacks on their response to white prejudice. Following Martin Luther King's "I Have a Dream" speech, Malcolm X responded,
"While King was having a dream, the rest of us Negroes are having a
nightmare."19' 9 King's civil disobedience movement produced a very
different culture than Malcolm X's militant nationalist movement,
even though both developed in response to a common threat. This,
again, reflects divergent conceptions of blackness that we find existing
in blacks presently. Blacks who follow Malcolm X's lead do not have
a greater claim to historical authenticity than those who follow King's
lead, or Booker T. Washington's, or W.E.B. DuBois's, and these perspectives are frequently in direct contradiction.
Indeed, these divisions have only multiplied in the present day.
Children of different races often grow up in the same neighborhood,
with the same school, friends, and aspirations. It is well-established
197
198

Poole, supra note 193, at 8.
See generally PHILIP D. MORGAN,

SLAVE COUNTERPOINT:

BLACK CULTURE IN THE

EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY CHESAPEAKE AND LOWCOUNTRY (1998) (offering a detailed comparison

of the slave communities of Chesapeake, Virginia and Lowcountry, South Carolina).
199 Vivien Raynor, ART: Hot and Cool Images of Malcolm X, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 8, 1992, at
12NJ, available at http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=9EOCE5DE153EF93BA35750
COA964958260.
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that racial integration reduces black culture identification.2"' In 2000,
35.6 percent of blacks lived in neighborhoods that were between 50-90
percent other race, and 20 percent of blacks lived in neighborhoods
that were between 20-50 percent other race. 2 °' When asked in 2005,
67 percent of whites and 77 percent of blacks responded that they
lived in a racially mixed neighborhood.2 2 More than that, by 1994, 78
percent of blacks report having a good white friend,20 3 and by 1993,
12.1 percent of the marriages involving at least one black person were
interracial.2 4
Many middle or upper class blacks, for example, do not grow up
in a linguistic community speaking "Black English" and thus never
acquire it as a style of speech. "To suggest that middle-class blacks
adapt to 'White' speech and behavior ...suggests that African-Americans, even those who grew up in middle class homes, prefer to speak
and act like lower-class people who are 'Black,' but they suppress it to
be successful ....The reality may be that middle-class blacks are not
adjusting to 'White middle-class norms' but merely living the way they
205
grew up.
Furthermore, not only are blacks diverse in their practices and
norms, they do not agree on what it means to be black. Social scientists have found that while blacks almost universally agree on who is
black, they do not agree on whether being black means anything more
than having a common ancestry and history. While some blacks
believe blacks share a distinct culture, other blacks understand it only
as sharing the common threat of prejudice in society, and yet others
understand it as having no content beyond an ancestral relationship.
In the latter two cases, blacks view themselves as culturally American,
200 Sandra S. Smith & Mignon R. Moore, InterracialDiversity and Relations Among African-Americans: Closeness Among Black Students at a Predominantly White University, 106 AM.
J. Soc. 1, 4 (2000).
201 MARY PATrILLO, Black Middle-Class Neighborhoods, 31 ANN. REV. Soc. 305, 322

(2005).
202 ABC News Poll, June 8-12, 2005, available at http://www.pollingreport.comrace.htm.
203 ABIGAIL THERNSTROM &
ONE NATION, INDIVISIBLE

STEPHAN THERNSTROM, AMERICA

IN BLACK AND WHITE:

521 tbl.1 (Simon & Schuster 1997).

204 Id. at 534.

205 Aaron Celious & Daphna Oyserman, Race From the Inside: An Emerging Heterogeneous Race Model, 57 J. SOC. ISSUES 149, 155 (2002). See also FLORIAN COULMAS: SOCIOLINGUISTICS: THE STUDY OF SPEAKERS CHOICE 177 (Cambridge Univ. Press 2005) (stating that, while

used by people in all classes, "Black English ...is used most by those with least education and
smallest earning power")
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and not culturally black," 6 and thus reject the notion of a black culture. In one study, black parents were asked how they educated their
children with respect to a racial identity.20 7 The same divergences
emerged. Only 4 percent of parents included supporting other blacks
as part of being black, and only 7 percent included black heritage and
cultural practices. 0 8 The others focused on personal achievement, the
threat of discrimination, and a rebuttal of that discrimination through
messages of personal pride.2 0 9 One student expressed her ancestral
conception of race in the following manner: "I went to BSO [Black
Student Organization] a few times, and it just wasn't right for me ....
you're black doesn't mean you have something in
Just because
2 10
common."
Black people with an ancestral conception of blackness have not
renounced a claim to blackness and indeed cannot; they merely conceive of blackness differently. They take blackness to embrace all the
cultural diversity that whiteness embraces. This does not mean
rejecting black heritage; it only means interpreting it differently, as a
testament to the diversity contained within, and as recognition of the
influence black people have always exerted on mainstream cultural
practices and conceptions.2 1
c.

The Paternalism of the State Defining and Protecting Black
Norms

Whites, especially as the 19th century progressed, tended to overlook the intra-black differences and inter-race similarities. Beyond
whites' claims about black moral inferiority lay claims about blacks'
unique and deficient culture. In defense of his demand that all blacks
be shipped back to Africa, Thomas Jefferson opined that the races
could not live under one government, as "nature, habit, opinion has
drawn indelible lines of distinction between them. ' 212 It is important
206 E.g., Sellers et al., Multidimensional Model of Racial Identity: A Reconceptualizationof
African American Racial Identity, 2 PERSONALITY & SOC. PSYCHOL. REV. 18, 18-19 (1998).
207 Anita Jones Thomas & Suzanne Speight, Racial Identity and Racial Socialization:Attitudes of African American Parents, 25 J. BLACK PSYCHOL. 152, 162 tbl.4 (1999).
208 Id.
209 Id.
210 Smith & Moore, supra note 200, at 19-20.
211 See generally JOHN MCWHORTER, AUTHENTICALLY BLACK: ESSAYS FOR THE BLACK
SILENT MAJORITY (2003) (noting that the American public often views blacks as victims and
seeking to recast the public's view of what it means to be black).
212 O'Brien, supra note 192, at 56.
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to recognize that the historical oppression of blacks came not only
from the white belief that blacks were morally and biologically inferior, but also from the belief that blacks had a particular culture and
history inferior to whites' culture and history.
Indeed, culture-race theorists generally avoid clearly articulating
the content of black-culture,213 quite possibly to avoid making a representation that many blacks will find offensive. Rather, they have proceeded to make dramatic claims in a voluminous literature, assuming
214
the existence of black culture as well as its purely positive value.
Duncan Kennedy's articulation is typical: "Ibelieve that if there were
a lot more such people [black legal scholars], they would make contributions... I think [blacks] would produce outstanding work not otherwise available .... I have no doubt that in terms of the social and
intellectual value of scholarly output, legal academia would be better
off."2 5 Despite Kennedy's strong belief that the "black perspective"
will improve the legal academy, he offers little hint as to what the
"black perspective" contains, and, further, how black and white legal
perspectives differ.2 16
This omission is telling. If blacks have their own norms, it should
2 17
not be that difficult to produce them, at least in broad outline.
Whenever concreteness is given to black culture-for example, the
idea that anti-rationality is part of black culture 218-many people,
213 Daniel A. Farber & Suzanna Sherry, Telling Stories Out of School. An Essay on Legal
Narratives, 45 STAN. L. REV. 807, 814 (1993).

214 See Richard Delgado & Jean Stefancic, Critical Race Theory: An Annotated Bibliography, 79 VA. L. REV. 461 (1993) (collecting and annotating the major works in critical race
theory).
215 Duncan Kennedy, A Cultural Pluralist Case for Affirmative Action in Legal Academia,

1990 DUKE L.J. 705, 715-16.
216 Richard A. Posner, Comment: Duncan Kennedy on Affirmative Action, 1990 DUKE L.J.
1157, 1161 (critiquing Kennedy and others for failing to specify the contribution at all).
217 See, e.g., Daniel Subotnik, What's Wrong With Critical Race Theory?: Reopening the
Case for Middle Class Values, 7 CORNELL J.L. & PUB. POL'Y 681, 707 (1998) ("The problem is

that Peller's work and that of other [critical race theory advocates] fails to provide even an
outline for a substitute culture.").
218 See, e.g., Gary Peller, Toward a Critical Cultural Pluralism: Progressive Alternatives to
Mainstream Civil Rights Ideology, in CRITICAL RACE THEORY: THE KEY WRITINGS THAT
FORMED A MOVEMENT 133-34 (Kimberle Crenshaw et al. eds., 1995); see also Carole J. Buckner,

Realizing Grutter v. Bollinger's "Compelling Educational Benefits of Diversity"-Transforming
Aspirational Rhetoric into Experience, 72 UMKC L. REV. 877, 914 (2004); Dorothy Roberts,
Racism and Patriarchy in the Meaning of Motherhood, 1 AM. U. J.GENDER & L. 1, 26 (1993)
(arguing teenage out-of-wedlock pregnancy is part of black culture).
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including many blacks, object and find the characterization not only
wrong but offensive."1 9
The purported aim of race-culture theory is to protect blacks
from assimilating to white norms, but that assumes a black-culture
already exists, with social meanings identifiably separate from whites,
or that the state should play a role in creating a black culture. Either
assumption, given the history of using black culture as a source of
oppression, is dangerous. By constructing and protecting a black culture directly and paternalistically, the state engages in the culturepolicing of the many blacks who want nothing to do with the state's
alleged black culture. Conservatives reject such an imposition as violating blacks' rights to equal treatment under the law.
d.

The State Policing Black Norms

The state recognition and protection of a black culture-race
polices the great number of people who have no real connection to
the alleged black culture. Consider the following incidents. A crowd
pelts the first black man to win a statewide election in Maryland with
Oreo cookies because he is a Republican.22 0 An editorial opines, "In
losing a woman, the [United States Supreme Court] with Alito would
feature seven white men, one white woman and a black man, who
deserves an asterisk because he arguably does not represent the views
'
In 2002, Harry Belafonte labels
of mainstream black America."2 21
Republican President Bush's Secretary of State and National Security
Advisor "house slaves" who had sold out their principles to work in
the "master's house. 2 22 Bestselling hip-hop artist Kanye West
announces, "Actually, I do not think that white people are allowed to
use slang until it is at least a year old. If you say a slang word too
early, it's like you're trying to be black. ' 223 A black 13- year-old boy
219 E.g., Randall L. Kennedy, Racial Critiques of Legal Academia, 102 HARV. L. REV.
1745, 1794 (1989); Subotnik, supra note 217, at 716.
220 James Taranto, Best of the Web Today, WALL ST. J.,Nov. 2, 2005, available at http://
www.opinionjournal.com/best/?id=1 10007492.
221 Tellingly absent is the asterisk for the judge that does "represent the views of mainstream whites." Editorial, A Nomination that will Divide, MILWAUKEE J. SENTINEL, Nov. 1,
2005, at A10.
222 Clarence Page, Belafonte's 'Slavery' Slam Misses the Boat, CHI. TRI., Oct. 23, 2002, at
N27.
223 Kanye West-West Reveals Racial Lines in Slang Use, CONTACT Music, Oct. 9, 2005,
http://www.contactmusic.com/new/xmlfeed.nsf/mndwebpages/west%20reveals%2 0raciaI%20
lines%20in%20slang%20use.
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earns a perfect' 2 244.0 GPA and some of his black peers berate him for
"acting white.
A movie producer reveals, "A distributor told me
my movie wasn't 'black enough' because there weren't any shootings. '22 5 On a TV show, "A white female character who is loud,
226
hyperemotional and trashily dressed is accused of 'acting black.' '
A black man dates a white woman, and is accused of "selling out. "227
One black college student wrote, "As the daughter of a schoolteacher, there was never an excuse for bad grammar. Ain't is not a
word; it's 'we were,' not 'we was.' . . . Proper speech hasn't always
been a plus for me. I was often told I was 'acting white.' That never
made any sense to me. If being smart and disciplined was acting
white, did that mean black people had a monopoly on being stupid
and unruly? And what always surprised me was how often other
black people would say this to me as if I should be ashamed for knowing that you don't put double negatives in a sentence . . . I did not
fulfill their notions of what a black person should be .... 228
This race-policing, practiced by people both black and white,
arises necessarily from the belief that races have cultures with their
own social meanings.229 If blacks have a certain way of speaking,
politically identifying, dressing, spending their free time, naming their
children, and so on, then a white person who engages in the former
activities is trying to be black. A white person can sample the activities, perhaps, but he cannot seriously engage or identify with them, or
he is acting insincere and inauthentic. Similarly, a black person can
sample behaviors outside his race's behaviors, but once he tries to
identify with those behaviors, he is insincerely acting white."
The existence of the acting white phenomenon with respect to
academic performance has been well-documented. The claim that
"Black English" or Ebonics is the black mode of speech, and that
blacks learn differently than whites, means that blacks who succeed
under white academic standards have betrayed their blackness in
224 See, e.g., David A. Bergin & Helen C. Cooks, High School Students of Color Talk About

Accusations of "Acting White," 34 URB. REV. 113, 114 (2002).

225 Gemma Tarlach, Stereotypecasting, MILWAUKEE J. SENTINEL, Sept. 28, 2003, at IE.
226 Id.

227 Steve Sailer, Is Love Colorblind?, NAT'L REV., July 14, 1997.

228 Danielle Belton, Double Negative Behavior, THE ALESTLE, Feb. 9, 1999, available at
http://www.siue.edu/ALESTLE/library/spring99/feb.09.99/danielle.html.
229 K. Anthony Appiah, Identity, Authenticity, Survival: Multicultural Societies and Social
Reproduction, in MULTICULTURALISM: EXAMINING THE POLITICS OF RECOGNITION 149 (Amy

Gutmann ed., 1994).
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order to succeed in white society. Using a nationwide data set, Professor Fryer discovered that, in public schools, while whites are more
popular the higher their GPA among white students, blacks' popularity declines past a 3.5 GPA among black students.2 30 Peer pressure
thus exists for blacks to act black by other blacks-i.e., stop studying
so hard."' The fact that Fryer ran his data for same-race friends illustrates that creating an authentic black applies pressure on blacks
(from other blacks) to act in accordance with that criteria. C.M.
Steele further documented this effect through the lens of "stereotype
threat.,23 2 When black students taking an academic achievement test
were reminded that they were black, they performed worse than if
they were not reminded of their blackness-apparently reflecting
their belief that real blacks perform poorly in school.2 33 Allowing the
state to affirm that eschewing study is a black cultural practice sends a
message of approval of the race-policing, burdening those blacks who
move outside the allegedly appropriate boundaries.
There is nothing pathological about socially ostracizing individuals who fail to live up to the social norms of a group they belong to,
and, in fact, it is necessary to the continuance of any group culture.2 34
Religions, for example, police their members, socially encouraging
compliance with the requirements of the religion and discouraging disobedience. Religions, however, have established and transparent
rules for determining what it means to be authentic to a certain religion, and individuals choose to join or affirm their commitment to the
religion knowing those rules. The rules for black authenticity, if they
were to exist, are unclear, and, more importantly, they attempt to capture a homogeneity that does not exist.
It is very difficult to come up with any suggested black cultural
characteristic that whites do not posses in significant numbers that
would not exclude at least a third of black people, both in the sense
that they do not engage in the practice and in the sense that they do
not conceive of the practice as part of authentic blackness. When
230 David Austen-Smith & Roland G. Fryer, Jr., The Economics of 'Acting White,' (Nat'l
Bureau Econ. Research, Working Paper No. 9904, 2003), available at http://www.nber.org/
papers/w9904.pdf.
231 Id. at 2.
232 C.M. Steele & J. Aronson, Stereotype Threat and the Intellectual Test Performance of
African Americans, 69 J. PERSONALITY & SOC. PSYCHOL. 797, 797 (1995).
233 Id. at 800.
234
TITY

See, e.g.,

1-8 (1989).

CHARLES TAYLOR, SOURCES OF THE SELF: THE MAKING OF MODERN IDEN-
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Harry Belafonte accused then-National Security Advisor Condoleezza
Rice of betraying her race by working for a politically conservative
administration, her response was, "If Harry Belafonte wants to disagree with my political views, that's fine. But I don't need Harry
'
Belafonte to tell me what it means to be black."235
The state legally tying negative cultural practices to authenticity,
whatever they are, exerts pressure on blacks to retain and acquire
pathologies and encourages whites and blacks to perceive blacks as
embodying those pathologies. Pathologies are not uniquely disproportionate to blacks-statistically, blacks have better body images
than whites, for example 236-but setting an "authentic black" into law
exerts a negative pressure on blacks that no other people occupying
common social spaces have to endure.
Additionally, expressing state approval of a normative identity
for blacks treats blacks asymmetrically to whites and other races.
Unlike in the case of sex, where the state has traditionally sought to
approve an ideal man and an ideal woman, in the case of race, the
state does not, and cannot, seek to identify the culturally authentic
white. Endorsing the culturally authentic black issues the double
claims that while whites as a group are too diverse to meaningfully
reduce to one culture, blacks are not, and that while whites do not
have obligations to act in accordance with their race, blacks do. This
state-issued endorsement places a burden on blacks alone-namely,
while whites are free to act and identify as they please (with the
exception of the black way) blacks are normatively limited to the narrow black way of doing things. No one takes exception to white conservatives or white liberals, but when a black decides on conservatism,
for example, black-culture advocates pelt her with claims of inauthenticity. This is an unacceptable stereotype for the state to espouse, and
thus encourage, about blacks.
e.

The Normative Segregation of Blacks: An Expression of
Inferiority

The second major problem with recognizing a black culture in the
law is it posits whites and blacks operate in different worlds of social
meaning. Culture-race theorists have turned to the Religion Clause as
235 Page, supra note 222, at N27.
236 E.g., Beth L. Molloy & Sharon D. Herzberger, Body Image and Self-Esteem: A Comparison of African-American and Caucasian Women, 38 SEX ROLES 631 (1998).
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a model of how to treat race 237 precisely because religions, to varying
degree, have their own set of social meanings and institutions.
Positing a normative difference between blacks and the American
perspective ensures that the American perspective will continually
judge blacks as inferior. Two separate normative perspectives, especially when they live in the same spaces and have a pernicious history
of discrimination, cannot refrain from judging one another. If illegitimacy is viewed negatively from one culture's perspective, for example,
and positively from another culture's perspective, then individuals in
the first culture will judge the individuals in the second culture
negatively.
Culture is inevitably normatively laden, composed of a set of
practices deeply connected to the values of people and their affirmation of the good life. If the state decides that the authentic black
engages in cultural practices that the mainstream considers normatively negative-such as illegitimacy, low levels of education, low IQ,
crime, drugs, teenage pregnancy, and unemployment-then the mainstream will be more likely to view blacks, regardless of whether they
individually embrace those practices, as embracing practices the mainstream finds harmful and immoral. In other words, recognizing a
black culture in the law deploys negative racial stereotypes, and is
likely to perpetuate, rather than reduce, their existence in society.
Even practices that might appear benign, such as fashion selections and hairstyles, are rife with normative symbolism. The normative ramifications of culture-theorists' position that blacks and whites
have two different universes of social meanings are illustrated by the
following incident. Hip-hop/rap artists sport thick cornrows as part of
their hip-hop/rap dress (big t-shirts, baggy jeans, and gold jewelry) in
music videos, concerts, movies, and other public venues. The lyrics
and imagery surrounding the style are violent and misogynistic. Following this trend, a private school in England suspended a 13-year-old
white girl after she came to school wearing cornrows. The school's
rationale: "We are a high-achieving school with high standards and
we don't allow any street culture into school. 2 38 The school did, however, allow black children to wear cornrows, explaining, "If we didn't
237 See Gotanda, supra note 100, at 66; Tseming Yang, Race, Religion, and Cultural Identity:
Reconciling the Jurisprudenceof Race and Religion, 73 IND. L.J. 119 (1997) (offering an in-depth
discussion of these issues).
238 Deborah Haile, School Bans 'Wrong Race' Hairstyle, MANCHESTER NEWS (UK), Mar.
17, 2005, available at http://www.amren.com/mtnews/archives/2005/03/school-bans-awr.php.
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allow some leeway for their cultural and ethnic background I think it
would probably be discriminatory. ' 23 9 In other words, the white social
meaning of cornrows in 2005 is street culture but the black social
meaning is something else the school cannot identify, something tied
to their different culture.
The inevitable effect of this-because blacks and whites actually
do live in one social space-is that the white social meaning (street
culture) becomes tied to blacks. Consider another incident that
occurred in an American grade school. A white 13-year-old girl put
her hair in cornrows: "At school the braids set off an immediate chorus of reactions . . . 'She [sic] black,' notes a third [student]. The barrage goes on all day and into the next. People are calling her a ghetto
wannabe."2 4 Notice that when she wears cornrows, she is, in these
students' opinion, trying to be ghetto and trying to be black. The eliding of the two meanings creates a situation where black and ghetto
refer to the same thing.
In a similar example, the NBA instigated a dress code for players
acting in their official capacity, requiring them to wear sports jackets,
without sunglasses or do-rags. John McWhorter, who himself is black,
described the reaction of some of the players: "Apparently [the NBA
commissioner] is denying 'part of our culture,' as Paul Pierce of the
Boston Celtics has it." McWhorter's response to the charges of racism
based on race-culture: "Here comes the perniciously seductive notion
that for black nonfemale persons under 45, 'thug' is the blackest thing
to be .... But since when is playing a thug-even if only on television-the essence of black authenticity?"2 4 ' McWhorter continues:
"The 'gangsta' dress is a pose. It means, first, surly detachment. And
then, there is also a hint of violence, channeled especially through the
music closely tied in with the gangsta routine. "242
Even fashions-a comparably benign aspect of culture-have
social meanings and send social messages. Though McWhorter is
black, on the black culture account, he is offering us the white mean239 Id.

240 Thomas French, Monique Fields & Dong-Phuong Nguyen, Love. Identity. Secrets. Loyalty. Sex. Betrayal. Power. Grades. Rivalry. Glory. Parents. Subterfuge. Divorce. God. Guitars.
Life at the Edge of Everything, ST. PETERSBURG TIMES, Interactive Special Edition, Mar. 2003,

http://www.sptimes.com/2003/webspecialsO3/13/day4/page5.shtml.
241 John McWhorter, NBA Stars Should Trade 'Street' Clothes for Dignified Duds, WALL
ST. J., Nov. 8, 2005, at D8.
242 Id.
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ing of these fashions. If the law equates the street style of fashion with
being black, it sends the message that blacks are "gangstas" and rebellious. Such a message would likely only fan the flames of any existing
police prejudice against blacks.243 Explaining that the style of dress
means X in the black community, will not erase what it means in
mainstream society, and thus, the meaning in mainstream society
("thug") will translate into a judgment on black culture as a whole
("thug culture").
Government offices, especially those who deal with citizens, usually prohibit employees from wearing street style clothes precisely
because they do not want to send that message to citizens-that, as
McWhorter put it, "I am rebellious, tough, violent, strong, and street
smart."2'44 Under a black culture paradigm, the message McWhorter
assigns to the street style clothes is the white message-for blacks, it
means something else entirely, coded to blacks' distinct set of cultural
meanings. To uphold equality, then, the law needs to step in and protect whites from imposing their social meanings and values on blacks
who exist in their own normative universe. In other words, a government office prohibiting blacks from wearing the street style clothes is
in violation of the Equal Protection Clause because it prevents blacks
from expressing their unique set of normative commitments. The
Equal Protection Clause must then force, for example, government
offices to accommodate the style of dress, speaking, education, and
work ethic of the black identity. This enables blacks to retain their
separate normative universe, their culture, and acquire their "fair
share" of government jobs.
The racial gerrymandering cases illustrate the operation of this
principle. A distinct version of politics might seem like an extreme
example of a black culture, but it arguably carries a higher frequency
in the black population vis-A-vis other racial groups than "street style"
fashions, music tastes, school achievement, and religiosity. In the 2004
Presidential election, for example, blacks were slightly over twice as
likely to vote Democrat as whites. 245 This statistic does not provide a
distinct black politics, but it might gesture at one. Even further, as
illustrated by the constant slew of racial slanders against conservative
243 See, e.g., RANDALL KENNEDY, RACE, CRIME, AND THE LAW (1997) (detailing long history of racial bias in the criminal justice system).
244 McWhorter, supra note 241.
245 CNN.com, Election Results 2004: Vote by Race and Gender, http://www.cnn.com/
ELECTION/2004/pages/resultsstatesUS/P/O0/epolls.O.html (last visited Jan. 30, 2009).
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blacks, 4 6 some number of blacks consider it an expression of authentic blackness to be, at a minimum, anti-conservative.
The progressives on the Supreme Court have already invoked a
distinct version of liberal politics as part of black identity. Section
Two of the Voting Rights Act prohibits states from utilizing any qualification or "standard, practice, or procedure" that denies or abridges a
citizen's right to vote on account of his race.247 Even though the Act
does not mention group voting and refers to an individual's ability to
cast his vote, progressives interpret the Act as requiring states to maximize (or at least not lessen) the black vote.2 48 In response, and with
the progressive Justices' approval, states have drawn long, snaking
political districts, whose lines cut across urban, suburban, and rural
environs in order to capture blacks who live in different communities
and in different parts of the state into one "Black District."2'49 Otherwise, according to the progressives, the black political perspective will
not find sufficient representation.
The progressives decide, then, to segregate the blacks into their
own political communities, where blacks can express their uniquely
black perspective. As Justice Thomas noted, "The basic premises
underlying our system of safe minority districts and those behind the
racial register are the same: that members of the racial group must
think alike and that their interests are so distinct that the group must
be provided a separate body of representatives in the legislature to
voice its unique point of view." 25 ' It is precisely for this reason that
the conservative Court has presumptively banned racial gerrymander-

See, e.g., supra notes 220-22 and accompanying text.
247 Voting Rights Act of 1965, 42 U.S.C. § 1973(a) (2008).
248 Holder v. Hall, 512 U.S. 874, 957-58 (1994) (Stevens, J., separate opinion, joined by
Blackmun, J., Souter, J., Ginsburg, J.) (arguing that the Voting Rights Act should be interpreted
so as to dictate not dilute the power of the minority vote).
249 Id. at 905 (Thomas, J., concurring).
250 Miller v. Johnson, 515 U.S. 900, 929 (1995) (Stevens, J., dissenting) (claiming that pre246

sumptively banning long, snaking, race-based districts under the Equal Protection Clause
thwarts "the efforts of a majority (whites) to share its power with a minority (African-Americans)"); Shaw v. Reno, 509 U.S. 630, 673 (White, J., joined by Blackmun, J., Stevens, J., dissenting) (referring to the requirement that political districts based solely on race undergo the Equal
Protection Clause's strict scrutiny and noting that the requirement hinders a "State's voluntary
effort to ensure a modicum of minority representation").
251 Holder, 512 U.S. at 906 (Thomas, J., concurring).
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ing under the Equal Protection Clause,252 and the progressives Justices
have dissented from that holding.
Racial gerrymandering illustrates both the deep normative segregation inherent in the black culture position, and the necessity of the
law stepping in to allot power to the now-normatively-segregated
group of blacks. Blacks, even when controlling for class, currently
vote disproportionately liberal. That fact, of course, does not justify
putting blacks into their own political district, as it does not distinguish black liberals from white liberals, who make up close to 40 percent of the population. Liberalism is not a black political movement;
it is an American political movement. Why, then, put blacks into their
own district? Why not allow blacks, like everyone else, to vote with
their geographical, political and societal neighbors-where they could
fight shoulder to shoulder with whites who support the same political
position? Because on the black culture account, blacks have a unique
political perspective, not captured by the liberal-conservative spectrum in which the overwhelming majority of Americans politically
exist. "Blacks are drawn into 'black districts' and given 'black representatives"' 253 rather than drawn into liberal or geographical havens.
Placing blacks in their own district assumes that blacks are literally
outside mainstream American social meanings. 254 Blacks do not tend
towards one end of the political spectrum; rather, they have a distinct
spectrum of ethics and politics in which the rest of America does not
exist, and this distinct perspective will not be represented unless
blacks are segregated into their own political community, with its own
political representation, and its own allotted share of power, proportional to their numbers.
This logic extends to other normative practices, such as marriage,
childrearing, education, and religion. Blacks must receive exemption
from general laws governing those fundamental aspects of society,
whether the laws concern voting, reducing illegitimacy, or improving
standard education, because blacks have their own cultural standards
and practices concerning these fundamental values. Progressives on
the Court have already approved this exemption in terms of political
252 Miller, 515 U.S. at 903-28; Shaw, 509 U.S. at 639-52 (both conservative Justices (Rehnquist, J. and Scalia, J.) holding that political districts drawn solely on race are presumptively
unconstitutional under equal protection).
253 Holder, 512 U.S. at 905 (Thomas, J., concurring).
254 Id. at 904 (Thomas, J., concurring) ("[Wie effectively rely on the fact of a correlation to

assume that racial groups have unique political interests.").
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communities,2 55 employers' general rules,256 the assignment of broadcasting ownership,2 57 government contracts, 258 and schools' general
standards, 259 but academics have taken it one step further, calling for
260
exemption from the criminal law's general rules.
This moral and normative segregation, spatially illustrated by the
progressive practice of putting all the blacks into one political community for voting purposes, divides the races as much, if not more, than
the grade school segregation overturned in Brown v. Board of Education. Given the history of oppression and prejudice in this country,
legally approving the notion that blacks occupy their own normative
universe quite possibly will increase any conscious or unconscious
prejudice existing in the minds of non-black Americans. Exempting
blacks from neutral, generally applicable laws-such as school admissions, competitive contract bid rules, or public agency dress codesbecause blacks occupy a distinct normative universe expresses, quite
clearly, the message that blacks are foreigners in their own country.
Moral systems cannot be judged as equal from one system's perspective, especially when the two are in constant interaction.26'
The conservatives oppose this account precisely because of the
social meaning of these moves. The inevitable social meaning of this
moral segregation is that, from a mainstream perspective, blacks are
morally inferior. There are no separate but equal normative universes, and cultures are shot through with normative richness. Groups
255 Id.; Shaw, 509 U.S. 630 (approving black voting districts).

256 Griggs v. Duke Power, 401 U.S. 402 (1971) (interpreting Title VII's ban on racial discrimination to include a stipulation that a business demonstrates that its requirement that
employees have a high school diploma is necessary to the job).
257 Metro Broad., Inc. v. FCC, 497 U.S. 547 (1990) (approving allotting programs to
blacks), overruled by Adarand Constructors, Inc. v. Pena, 515 U.S. 200 (1995).
258 Adarand Constructors, 515 U.S. at 242 (Stevens, J., Ginsburg, J., dissenting); 264 (Souter, J., Ginsburg, J., Breyer, J., dissenting); 271 (Ginsburg, J., Breyer, J., dissenting) (progressive
Justices arguing government agency should be able to award contracts to minorities in virtue of
their race).
259 Gratz v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 244 (2003) (Souter, J., Ginsburg, J., Breyer, J. dissenting)
(progressive justices in dissent approving separate admissions track for minorities in college);
Grutter v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306 (2003) (approving separate consideration for blacks in law
school admissions).
260 See Holly Maguigan, Cultural Evidence and Male Violence: Are Feminist and Multicul-

turalist Reformers on a Collision Course in Criminal Courts?, 70 N.Y.U. L. REv. 36 (1995); Mia
Carpiniello, Note, Striking a Sincere Balance: A Reasonable Black Person Standardfor "Location
Plus Evasion" Terry Stops, 6 MICH. J. RACE & L. 355 (2001).
261 See RICHARD RORTY, CONTINGENCY, IRONY, AND SOLIDARITY 10 (1989).
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can be tolerated, and the laws, theoretically, can force power-sharing,
but toleration is not the same as equality.
In conclusion, conservatives reject a state-sanctioned black culture because it puts pressure on all blacks to conform with the stateapproved black culture, and because it necessitates a social meaning
of black inferiority from the perspective of public, commonly held values. The best one can hope for in such a situation is tolerance, which
is not the same as equality. And given the history of racial oppression
in this country, it is difficult to imagine the situation remaining even
that benign. Additionally, putting the state in the position of deciding
for a group that does not agree amongst themselves who they are is a
fundamentally paternalistic act the state is ill-equipped to conduct.
2.

The Failure to End Racial Subordination

The second major progressive critique of conservatives originates
in a concern with the distribution of power among racial groups.
These anti-subordination theorists, accordingly, criticize conservatives
for leaving a disproportionate number of blacks without money,
power, education, and other societal goods. After describing the position, this Section will detail how its bottom line reflects a concern for
the social meaning of being black. As the new conservative jurisprudence offered in this Article shares the same concern, it calls for antisubordination theorists to reengage conservative jurisprudence as a
potentially more effective way to reach the same end.
Anti-subordination theorists do not advocate for the state to protect a black cultural identity; rather, they advocate that blacks should
possess the same amount of material goods and positions of power as
whites. 262 To them, equally distributed racial power is "an imperative
of justice. ' 263 Accordingly, the state's assigning blacks benefits does
not violate a constitutional principle of equal treatment; rather, it is an
enactment of restitution writ large.
Anti-subordination theorists aim to put blacks in "the same position [of power] they would have been in had the wrongdoing [of historical racial oppression] never occurred. ' '26 Absent discrimination,
262 See Colker, supra note 4, at 1007-10; Fiss, Another Equality, supra note 122, at 3-4;
Owen Fiss, Groups and the Equal Protection Clause, 5 PHIL & PUB. AFF. 107, 129-30 (1976)
[hereinafter Fiss, Groups]; Siegel, Discrimination in the Eyes of the Law, supra note 1, at 1473.
263 Fiss, Another Equality, supra note 122, at 8.
264 Kim Forde-Mazrui, Taking Conservatives Seriously: A Moral Justification for Affirmative Action and Reparations, 92 CAL. L. REv. 638, 748 (2004).
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the claim posits, blacks and whites would have obtained power in proportion to their numbers.265 Presumably, blacks are accordingly entitled to the difference between their power level, as defined by jobs,
education, wealth, income, and political representation, and whites'
power level.
Conservatism rejects the notion that blacks are entitled to proportional power as a matter of historical justice. It does not, however,
reject the notion that poor, uneducated, low-income individuals
deserve state assistance. One anti-subordination legal scholar, for
example, proposed a state policy that offered inner city blacks an
opportunity to move to the suburbs. 266 Conservatives oppose this policy because it is offered only to blacks; they would not oppose the
policy, as a matter of equal protection, if it included similarly situated
whites.
It should be stressed, then, that the conservatives are not thwarting attempts to help those individuals that fall into the categories, such
as poor and uneducated, alleged to prove that blacks deserve special
assistance from the state. Namely, blacks are alleged to be worse off
than whites because more blacks than whites are in poverty, for example, and conservatives allow programs aimed exclusively at people in
poverty. The racial power differential could be closed, on the conservative account, by aiming policies at the hardship categories rather
than race. The crux of the anti-subordination account, however, is
that because of historical injustice, similarly situated whites and blacks
should not be given equal assistance; white and black children both
born into poverty do not deserve equal assistance from society or the
state. 267 This alone is the idea that conservatives reject.
The criticism of conservatism, then, is that it leaves unfulfilled the
historical entitlement of blacks to proportional power. While proportional power could be reached by targeting the hardship categories
themselves, this would not intentionally remedy the damage done to
blacks. If a corporation, for example, caused cancer in some of its
employees, then the corporation would provide a remedy to its
employees with cancer and not to all people with cancer. Similarly,
one strand of anti-subordination theory claims that society owes
265 Id.
266 OWEN Fiss, A WAY OUT: AMERICA'S GHETTOES

AND THE LEGACY OF RACISM
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267 See, e.g., Colker supra note 4, at 1052.
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blacks specifically and not necessarily other race individuals born into
identical hardships.2 68
From the perspective of the conservative interpretation explained
in this Article, the objection to this position is that it conceives of
blacks as inferior in the paternalistic sense of being fundamentally
handicapped. It does not matter how much power a segment of the
black population has-they are still in need; they are still disadvantaged. Even though it makes little sense to say that an upper class
black child born to highly educated parents is harmed from history in
terms of power, he is still owed more power simply by being black.
While it is reasonable to suppose that some current blacks would be
better off in terms of power absent historical oppression, it is not reasonable to suppose all or even most blacks would be better off in
terms of power. Out of oppression often rises a greater capability
than one would have otherwise possessed. But for the historical
oppression of blacks, for example, many of the most moving musical
art forms would not have come into existence. The insistence that all
or most blacks are worse off than they otherwise would have been no
matter how well off they currently are is a "just so" story. As a result,
blacks in general, no matter how powerful, are viewed as damaged visd-vis the hypothetical oppression-free universe in which they each
would have been better off.
Conservatives argue that a creditor race and debtor race perniciously undermines the notion of one united America. It takes similarly situated children and claims that one is owed a debt by society
because one is damaged by society's past actions. Set against a historical background of racial prejudice, singling blacks out from identically
situated whites for benefits will have a tendency to be read as an
assignment premised on a fundamental black inferiority. Blacks cannot make it under the normal rules; there is something about being
black that means one needs extra help. It is unacceptable, on the conservative account, for the state to treat blacks as handicapped, or
impoverished merely for being black. The state seeks to treats children, for example, with kindness and compassion. The state does not
seek to harm children or question their humanity-to put it in antisubordination terminology, the state is inclusive toward children.26 9
268
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The state does not, however, conceive of children as equal to adults; in
the state's eyes, children are not as morally responsible or as capable
as adults. Justice Thomas refers to affirmative action as it has manifested itself as racial paternalism for this reason. Benefiting blacks
does not raise the same suspicion that burdening blacks raises; it does
not suggest an attempt to degrade or make them inhuman. It does,
however, suggest that blacks are like children or persons who need
special assistance whom the policymakers regard fondly, but not as
equals.
Anti-subordination theorists might claim that the social meaning
of giving blacks power will be one of justice and not of inequality. In
a normal tort case, on which the anti-subordination approach is
modeled, the individual harmed is not necessarily viewed as inferior
or childlike. He is, however, viewed as damaged until he is compensated. The remedy makes the individual whole. With respect to
blacks, the specific harm caused cannot be located-it is just assumed
that but for discrimination all individual blacks would be better off in
terms of power. Power itself is construed in the broadest sense. Until
blacks have proportional power, blacks are viewed as a damaged people; whites need to make them whole by giving them power proportional to their own. Whites cannot fulfill this obligation with a onetime remedy, as in a regular tort case; it requires an ongoing and pervasive remedy to create the proper power balance.
To accomplish this, whites must continually exempt blacks from
the normal rules of "white society," and thus the potentially endless
remedy makes acceptable a deeply segregated society premised on
black weakness. Thus, even if the power exchange is read as justice, it
still rests on the conception of black people as fundamentally
damaged.
This inferiority, it must be repeated, is not the same inferiority of
white supremacy. It is the more moderate inferiority progressives
claim past society created with respect to women-a paternalistic,
well-wishing inferiority. Unlike women, however, whose inferiority
stemmed from nature and history, history alone caused blacks' inferiority. Claiming that all blacks are damaged until their group power
differential matches whites', regardless of their individual positions in
society or normative choices, clearly expresses a belief in their handicap as a people-a handicap caused by whites, but still a handicap. As
a result, this remedy constantly sends the message of black handicap.
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Identically situated blacks and whites are, in all domains of life where
their power differential remains lower, treated differently as a result
of the posited black handicap.
The nature of the posited handicap is not external to who black
people are. To reach proportional power, one must not only hand out
power to blacks; one must reform black norms to match white norms,
as normative choices affect how much power people accumulate. One
anti-subordination legal scholar, for example, argues that historical
oppression has caused blacks to lack "the internalized norms and values that enable parents, on a daily basis, to nurture their children's
characters. '270 She adds, blacks lack "cultural and psychological wellbeing" and need instruction in "self respect and personal responsibility. '27 1 This clearly conceives of blacks as inferior to whites-psychologically, culturally, and morally inferior to whites.
As the "ideal remedy would place the victims of wrongdoing in
the same position they would have been in had the wrongdoing never
occurred,"272 this requires the state to reform blacks' moral, cultural,

and psychological existence. But for historical oppression, blacks
would have roughly the same moral, culture, and psychological existence as whites, and so the state must compensate blacks by working
on modifying their norms. Hence another anti-subordination
scholar's proposal to disperse urban blacks to the suburbs to erode
their pathological psychologies. 3 These proposals, again, focus
exclusively on blacks, sending a clear message that, for example, inner
city blacks are weaker and more in need of reform than inner city
whites, who exist in the same circumstances and, empirically, often
have the exact same pathologies. A state policy reforming only
blacks' pathologies dictates that blacks are particularly pathological or
particularly incapable of reforming themselves.
Exempting blacks from the normal rules of society might give
some blacks immediate power, but only at the cost of a perception of
inferiority. Justice Thomas articulated this point by quoting Frederick
Douglass: "If the apples will not remain on the tree of their own
strength, if they are worm-eaten at the core, if they are early ripe and
270 Forde-Mazrui, supra note 264, at 750.
271 Id. at 748.
272 Id.
273 Fiss, A WAY OUT, supra note 266, at
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disposed to fall, let them fall! '274 Holding blacks to the tree-when
society lets others fall-conceives of blacks as "rotten at the core" and
unable to hang on their own strength. The response-that it is history's fault that blacks are "rotten at the core"-does not erase the
conception of black weakness; it only locates the responsibility for this
weakness outside black people.
Consider if, at the qualifying tournaments for the United States
Chess Championship, the USCF decided to allot five extra pawns to
all black players. If a black person's opponent took one of the black
person's pawns, the black person could replace it immediately with
one of his "freebie pawns." Chess is a game, and it is a game of skill
and intelligence; exempting a set of people from the normal operational rules in a downward manner expresses a belief that their skills
and intelligence are inferior to the rest. If the USCF argued that it
was attempting to give blacks their fair share of power, then this motivation would not eliminate the social meaning of black inferiority. It
would only justify compensating blacks for their inferiority as chess
players.
This rule change benefits blacks concretely but it is constituted by
two moves: (1) blacks are no longer playing by the same rules as
whites; and (2) the rules of the black game are derived from the white
rules, only made easier, as one might do with a child or a person with
a learning disability. While it is true that this has the immediate effect
of blacks winning more, and thus it may concretely benefit blacks in
immediate effect, in and of itself the rule change directly harms blacks
by: (1) segregating them from whites; and (2) expressing their inferiority through white-derived inferior rules of play.
Those insisting that the social meaning of a double standard is
welcoming toward blacks focus exclusively on the outcome of the policy, or its effect, and not the policy itself. 275 The anti-subordination
reading of school affirmative action attempts to entirely bypass or discount institutions' social meanings. The social meaning embedded in
these institutions explains the otherwise curious fact that 44 percent of
blacks express the opinion that students should be admitted to school
solely on the basis of merit as opposed to on the basis of race as
274
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well. 276 The opposite fact (that 49 percent of blacks approve of racebased affirmative action in school admissions) is not curious on this
reading, as individuals who stand to benefit from the program in a
tangible manner may prefer attending a better school with a state
message of black inferiority over attending a lesser college without a
state message of black inferiority, just as women in the Hogan case
might have preferred the state continue providing more opportunities
for women to become nurses.
The consequences of this state expression of inferiority may vary,
but the expression itself adheres in the policy. Whether or not this
expression affects blacks' conceptions of themselves or whites' conceptions of blacks is an empirical question. The same can be said for
the state representative who comes to work and conducts official business dressed in a Ku Klux Klan outfit. The act expresses a message of
black inferiority; this expression's effect on society is an empirical
question.
One reason for allowing racial paternalism might be the claim
that, through minimal fault of their own, blacks are in various ways
inferior to whites. Blacks, like the poor, the handicapped, and the
mentally ill, make up an impoverished and disadvantaged group and
therefore the state's treating them as such in order to aid them is nonoffensive. 277 It is important to note, however, that the only harm or
threat black people experience that white people in their circumstance
do not is the threat of racial stereotype and prejudice. Owen Fiss, the
original author and leading proponent of the anti-subordination position, acknowledges this: "Even rich blacks are black .... The gains of
the high achievers are not old enough or pervasive enough to eradicate the social understanding of being black that is rooted in centuries
of slavery and Jim Crow. ' 27 8 If the burden of blackness is facing the
negative "social understanding of being black," then allowing the state
expression of racial handicap in order to increase some black people's
immediate material advantage, even if, absent historical oppression,
many blacks would have been better off, does not address the actual
burden black people carry.
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Fiss counters with a variation on the anti-subordination position,
arguing that giving power to blacks serves to dismantle racial
prejudice and stereotype in the long run. This allows the immediate
expression of blacks as handicapped in order to eventually achieve the
destruction of racial stereotypes that allegedly results from blacks possessing greater power. Fiss explains:
Antisubordination conceives of affirmative action.., as a strategy for
ending the subordination of disadvantaged groups. It gives individual
members of those groups a larger share of the positions of power and
prestige in society ....

Once the positions of a good number of the

members of the subordinate group begin to change, then the position
of that group itself ... will change. The danger that these individuals
will see themselves as inferior simply by virtue of their group membership will be minimized. Even more significantly, the attitudes of
others will also change.

279

Fiss does not defend this theory of social change-giving blacks
power by exempting them from the normal rules will eradicate beliefs
in black inferiority-against the conservative alternative-giving
blacks benefits without giving similarly situated whites benefits presumptively will cement a belief in black inferiority. This is precisely
because Fiss views the conservative position as colorblind, one occupied with individual rights, 280 rather than one occupied with preventing the state from treating blacks paternalistically. Notice that Fiss's
theory of social change hinges itself on the fact that groups with equal
power will perceive each other as equals. Anti-subordination theorists have not offered a sustained defense of this theory and history
counsels suspicion. Many groups have judged groups of equal or
greater power to be inferior to their own group.281 In America alone,
Jews, Asians, and homosexuals have faced judgments of inferiority
despite their power levels surpassing the "majority's" power level.2 82
Fiss offers his legal application of social theory in the cross-racial
understanding, role model, and perception of equality arguments. For
279 Id. at 7.
280
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these ideas to work, even in theory, they require a great deal of statesanctioned obfuscation and manipulation. Consider the cross-racial
understanding argument. 283 Whether or not blacks actually are handicapped, increasing the integration level by lowering standards for
blacks will not serve to break down the stereotype as handicapped. It
will simply confirm it. Whether or not blacks as a group are academically handicapped, for example, letting them into a school on a lower
academic standard will confirm any perceptions of the handicap first
by the lower standard of admission and second by the fact that the
blacks admitted would be academically inferior to the whites admitted. Far from breaking down stereotypes, admitting blacks on lower
academic standards confirms the stereotype of blacks as academically
inferior.
One of the reasons affirmative action might shroud itself in
secrecy is to avoid disclosing this rule change. Only if one could hide
both the lower standard of admission and ensure virtual segregation
upon arrival would stereotypes possibly break down. If a white person does not know that black people were admitted on a lower standard and she does not interact with blacks enough to detect the lower
bar of admission, then perhaps seeing blacks at her school will break
down his stereotypes about blacks' intellectual handicaps.
The role model2 84 and perception of black ability285 argument rely
on the same methodology. A black college student under affirmative
action, for example, sees black law students at good schools-but he
sees them succeeding on lower, inferior tracks, which is what he sees
prior to the instigation of affirmative action. The black student sees
her college selecting her black teacher because of his blackness and
not because the teacher meets the meritorious standards of the
profession.
Proportional power does not alleviate racial stereotype or
prejudice if the transparent methods used to arrive at that outcome
conceived of blacks as handicapped. A black person who enters a topten law school on the merits is perceived no less capable than a black
person who enters a top-three law school on an inferior track of
283 Grutter v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306, 330 (2003) (stating affirmative action helps whites
and blacks understand each other).
284 See, e.g., Wygant v. Jackson Bd. of Educ., 476 U.S. 267, 315 (1986) (Stevens, J., dissent-
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admissions. The new placement has not altered the black person's
ability, and unless the inferior merit track is hidden from public view,
the people on the inside and the outside of the legal community will
not change their perception of the black person's ability for the better
with the rule change. Allowing more time on a standardized test for a
person with a cognitive disability, for example, will result in a higher
score, but it does not change her cognitive abilities, and unless the
extra time is perpetually hidden from view, it will not change our perception of her cognitive abilities. People who took the test under the
regular time limits will not consider themselves in competition with
those who took it with extra time, and they will continue to see the
person as mentally handicapped and less capable. This is an acceptable conception of those with cognitive disabilities because they are
indeed handicapped, but on the conservative account, as on the progressive one, handicapped is not an acceptable social conception of
blacks.
This analysis calls for anti-subordination theorists to defend their
theory of social change and its accompanying public obfuscation,
against the conservative ban on the state conceiving blacks as handicapped. It is by no means clear that the anti-subordination principle is
more likely to eradicate racism than the conservative ban on racial
paternalism. Anti-subordination theorists' traditional interpretation
of conservatives as endorsing a colorblind principle has allowed progressive theorists to dismiss their jurisprudence as insufficiently concerned with the socially defined group status of blacks.28 6 The new
interpretation of the conservative jurisprudence as prohibiting the
state from treating blacks paternalistically shares progressives' ostensible aim, and thus calls for a reconsideration of the conservative jurisprudence by progressives who have dismissed it as formal and overly
concerned with discrimination against whites.
CONCLUSION

The interpretation of the conservatives' equal protection jurisprudence as banning racial paternalism sets different stakes in the debate.
Tracing the conservatives' position's origins to the progressives' position on sex-based laws highlights how the differences between the two
legal schools might not be as normatively divergent as originally
286
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thought. The above material suggests this new interpretation stands
up better to the progressive critiques than the traditional
interpretation.
The ban on racial paternalism ironically arises from the longstanding history of state-sponsored racial paternalism. While racial
paternalism is less offensive than racial supremacy, it is, on the conservative account, an equally impermissible state action. Racial paternalism burdens blacks; it expresses a belief in a fundamental black
handicap and this conception limits their autonomy and ability to integrate on equal terms. Set against a historical background of racial
supremacy, racial paternalism poses a greater danger than it otherwise
would. The social conception of blacks as inferior in certain realms of
life, such as academics, can feed or fall back into conceptions of blacks
as wholesale inferior. The state should guard against a social meaning
of blacks as inferior, whether in the hands of well-wishers or
opponents.

